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WSU athletics slashed
By MICHAEL MULLEN
News Reporter

Formal announcement targets $25,000 cutback

Women's gymnastics, men's tennis, and track and field were formally
recommended to be axed by Winona
State University Athletic Director
Steve Juaire on Jan. 29 due to budget
constraints.
According to Vice President of
Academic Affairs Doug Sweetland,
the proposal must yet go through the
hands of students, faculty, service

faculty and an as yet anonymous
"Council 6" before a final decision on
the cuts is made.
Also, WSU President Darrell
Krueger has to make the final approval.
In an athletic department memo
Juaire states his reasons for making
full cuts on the entire sports instead
of cutting a share from each program.
He said, "We have one of two

basic choices, each program can share
in the funding reductions and probably further erode all our programs'
opportunities for success, or we can
make some very difficult choices relating to program reduction."
Krueger offered no hint as to which
way he will vote in the matter, but
said he saw Juaire's decisions as being difficult.
He said, "My overall impression
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Student
Senate
The student senate will be voting on two petitions concerning
the possible elimination of four
athletic programs.
Lobby Day is Feb. 10. A bus
will be leaving from the Minne
Hall parking lot at 6:30 a.m. and
returning from St. Paul in the
evening.
The cost for transportation is
$1. All students are encouraged to
participate.
Sign up in the senate office.
Please remember to fill out the
course evaluations that you received with your pre-registration
materials. There is a drop box in
the senate office.
Planning an internship?
MSUSA offers fellowships for student interns . For information, contact Denise at 457-5316.

Marne Olds/Wnonan Staff
Jill Goodnature, a freshman undecided major, wipes snow off her windshield last Thursday after
a snow fall.

Winona. State halts
freshmen admissions
By ROB SELTZNER
News Reporter

Due to the dramatic increase of applications at Winona
State University, Director of Admissions Dr. James Mootz
announced that the university will stop fall quarter admissions for incoming freshmen on February 5
According to Mootz, the number of high school seniors applying to the university is up by more than 45
percent over last year.
Mootz also noted that the average freshman ACT
score coming into WSU has been increasing over the last
5 years. The score increased from 20.1 in 1988 to 21.5 last

See Cuts, page 3
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is that this was a very tough decision.
We are facing a very severe budget
next year."
According to Juaire, the reasoning
behind cutting the gymnastics
program stemmed from Winona's
geographical location in respect to
competitors.
The nearest NCAA Division II
team is in Texas.
He also noted none of the other

Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference schools have gymnastics programs and that scheduling would
pose a significant problem.
Juaire, who was the gymnastics
coach at WSU for 17 years before
becoming the athletic director, said it
was a tough decision to cut one of the
programs he had a once worked hard
to bring national recognition to.
He said, "It was extremely

year to 21.9 this year. The high school ranking of incoming
freshman has also been on the rise, from 51.5 in 1988 to 62.1
this year. Mootz said WSU's 1992-93 enrollment increased
at the same time admissions standards were raised.
"Stricter admissions standards simply means that we
are admitting only the students who demonstrate a readiness to compete at the college level," Mootz said. "It
doesn't do any good to admit those students who don't
score well on the ACT or those who haven't taken adequate college preparation courses. They would come
and soon realize that they can't keep up and drop out. That

See Admissions, page 3

Winona State University is not the
first Minnesota state university to
experience the growing pains that
come from expanding to an exclusively NCAA Division II affiliation.
Since 1983, St. Cloud State University and Mankato State University
have been Division II schools and
have changed their affiliations, as well
as their conferences.
MSU and SCSU had competed in
the Northern Sun Lntercollegiate Conference (NSIC), the same conference
that WSU competes in.
However, in 1983, they moved into
the solely NCAA Division II North
Central Conference (NCC). Although
WSU is not planning on switching
conferences, the planned change in
affiliations will mean that WSU will
be facing the same problems that faced
MSU and SCSU when they made their
move.
The problems revolve around how
to fund athletic programs at the level
that is needed to allow them to be
competitive at the Division II level,
but yet still have to make due on a
tight budget.
"We knew that changing levels
meant an increase in financial commitment to athletics," said Paul Allan,
the Sports Information Director at
MSU. "We told the citizens of
Mankato that if they wanted to see
our teams compete at a higher level
they had to show it."
That meant going door to door for
donations, as well as seeking greater
corporate sponsorship from local
businesses. In addition, Allan said
that the athletic department had to be
creative in finding ways to raise
money.
"For example, our golf coach now

.

funds his own salary through his own
golf tournament," said Allan.
Also, MSU has more actively
sought donations from alumni, especially those who were also athletes at
the school.
"We came to a point where we
were considering cutting wrestling.
We put that to the alumni and they "
were outraged, so we told them to
put their money where their mouths
were. They ended up corning
through," Allan said.
SCSU faced many of the same
problems. This forced SCSU's athletic department to be creative as well.
"We did promotional things like
concerts to not only raise money but
to stir interest as well," said Noel
Olson, SCSU's Athletic Director at
the time who is now commissioner of
the NCC.
Olson said that there was a dramatic increase in interest in the St.
Cloud area.
"Both fans and alumni were very
excited about seeing us compete at
that level of competition. As a result,
fund raising became almost a natural
flow," said Olson.
Corporate sponsorship and increased alumni donations also helped
SCSU's athletic department make
ends meet.
Both Allan and Olson agree that
cutting programs is not a good idea
for schools moving up to Division H.
"The biggest financial burden is in
the revenue sports like basketball and ;
football. Non-revenue sports don't
really increase in cost that much,"
said. "I don't know that by
cutting those sports you could even
save enough to help other sports."
"We found that our non-revenue
sports were the most competitive
right off the bat at our new level:
They kept our school noticed until
our bigger sports caught up," Allan.
said.
Olson thinks that Winona is a cornmunity ready to help share the burden of WSU's move to Division II. He

See Division II, page 3

Rush slams Professor Vivian
By LISA M. VAZQUEZ

Assistant Variety Editor

Ultraconservative radio talk-show
host Rush Limbaugh criticized
Winona State University mass communication professor John Vivian on
his television show Jan. 22.
In commenting on Vivian's textbook, The Media of Mass
Communication, Limbaugh called him
a "commie-lib."
Limbaugh commented that, "I've
never said this show is a democracy;
it's a dictatorship," he said. "The
reason we're on the air is so you can

see what I think."
Limbaugh went on to say, "He's
done a disservice to the students who
read this book."
Limbaugh read a quote from
Vivian's text that said, "Critics say
that people listen more to be entertained and outraged rather than to

participate in dialogue on the great
issues of the day. The great disadvantage of Rush Limbaugh is that it
has fallen short of its potential as a
public forum..."
"John Vivian's piece on talk radio
was not an attack on Limbaugh. I
think Limbaugh makes the term

"He's done a disservice to the students who
read his book."
Talk-show host Rush Limbaugh

'Broadcast Journalism' into an oxymoron," said Julie Zuehlke, a mass
communications instructor at WSU.
Vivian said that he was "mildly
amused" by the incident, but the
attention he's received from the show
has kept him from getting his work
done.

"I dislike Limbaugh because he fuels hate
mongering. He is the dark aspect of
America's soul."
Mass communications professor
John Vivian

Vivian said that his books are reviewed by other media scholars before the book sent into circulation.
His first edition received laudatory marks from the Journalist Educator.
Vivian said that he is neither "a fly by night," or "off-the-cuff."
He also said that he is fairly confident that his textbook is one of the :
three leading in its field.
The first edition of his book has
been on the market two years and is
currently used in 240 colleges and

See Vivian, page 3

Group proposes change to civil rights code
By JODI YOUNG
News Reporter

An amendment that would change
Minnesota's Human Rights Statue is
the latest proposal initiated by the
Gay and Lesbian Community Action
Council.
Council members are working to
add an amendment, called "It's Time
Minnesota," tthat would include
sexual orientation under the state's
Human Rights Code.
The amendment would protect
lesbians, gay men, bis ,, ials and

transgenders from discrimination in
areas of employment, housing, education and access of public services.
The council wants to add a code
that says, "Sexual or affectional orientation means having or being perceived as having emotional, physical, or sexual attachment to another
person without regard to the sex of
that or person..."
Michelle Johnson, a WSU junior
political science major and gay rights
activist, said that this amendment
would add homosexualsto the protected classes that already exist.

"There is a saying 'There is nothing so powerful as an idea whose
time has come' and our time has
come," she said.
Jason Megard, senior social work
major who is also a gay rights activist,
said that bills such as this one have
been brought to the legislature since
1973.
He said, "The difference with this
amendment is that 'It's Time Minnesota' is the largest and most organized effort to get the bill passed.
"1993 is seen as the best chance at
getting this passed," he said.

Megard said, "This amendment
would protect homosexuals from
being fired, thrown our of their
homes, and protection from discrimination in other areas.
"The State of Minnesota has a harassment act thatprohibits unfair discrimination practices. It covers
the areas of race, color, creed, religion,
national origin, sex, age, discrimination, marital status with regard to
public assistance and familial status.
The proposed amendment would
add to these classes-the class of sexual
or affectional orientation."

However, Scott Koch, senior political science major and legislative
affairs vice-chair, said that he does

See Gay Rights, page
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Should the civil
rights code
include gays
and lesbians?
See Forum, page 5
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News Briefs
EIT exam review offered

In the news... Changing GOP
Analysis

WSU's Engineering Department will be offering a
series of evening review classes for people preparing
to take the Engineer in Training (EIT) exam.
The classes will begin Feb. 4 and will meet from 7 to
9 p.m. in room 205 of Stark Hall.
The classes are free and open to anyone preparing
to take the EIT examination.
For more information contact the WSU Engineering
Department at 507-457-5685.

KQAL board to meet
The Citizen Advisory Board of WSU's radio station
KQAL will meet Friday Feb. 12 at 11 a.m.
The meeting will be held in room 133 of the Performing Arts Center at WSU.
Anyone with ideas, comments, or questions about
the operation of KQAL is encouraged to attend the
meeting.

Water saftey training offered

"America is becominb more diverse, not more alike...(the GOP it follow) stale
ideas of the dead and dying past."
Rich Bond, former (.,-,OP chair

By STUART JOHNSON
Editor-in-Chief

This past week the Republican
National Convention met in St. Louis
to choose a new chairperson and reevaluate its mission as a political
and ideological force.
The party is suffering from a loss
it has not experienced in twelve
years. It is not in control of any one
branch of government (except the
conservative influence left on the
Supreme Court), supporters left in
droves during the November elections and it is struggling within itself to find an identity it can sell to
the American voter.
The religious right had a much
greater impact on the party's image
and platform than traditionalrepublicans would have liked. The inflexible stance on the abortion issue that
did not allow for an abortion in any
case turned off millions.
Pat Buchanan's speech at the Republican Convention in August was
so ultra-right wing and intolerant
that many Republicans felt embarrassed to acknowledge that he was a
high ranking member of the party.

Retraining sessions for current Water Safety Instructors are being offered at WSU on Feb.6 or April,
3. The sessions will run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in room
109 of Memorial Hall.
All current WSI's must complete this retraining session by Dec. 31 in order to become recertified. These
classroom sessions will acquaint participants with the
new Red Cross materials.
Cost for this course is $75 which includes materials.
Participants should bring a WSI card, pencil, and
paper. Deadline for registration is Monday Feb. 1 in
Winona's Somsen 109.

His message was exactly what the
party did not need this election. They
needed to show America that they
were a party for all, not a few who fit
into a narrow mold or who have a
particular annual income.
Buchanan's speech threw that out the
window.
So what now?
Outgoing Chair Rich Bond was
very critical of the party and how it
handled itself throughout the campaign. He accused the party of "zealotry" and gave his suggestions on
how to ease the turmoil that has afflicted the G.O.P.
He said "America is becoming
more diverse, not more alike," an
unusual admission for a republican
leader. He called on the new leadership to put an end to the "stale ideas
of the dead and dying past."
Even more surprising, he sa id that
the party needs to change its direction in terms of what it demands of
the country's morality.
"Our job is to win elections, not cling
to intolerances that zealots call prin-

A

Bemidji State
An agreement has been signed between Bern idji
State University and the University of MinnesotaCrookston to collaborate on the development of a four
year institution in Crookston.
The University of Minnesota wants Crookston to
become a four year polytechnical school.
BSU had been concerned about the possible duplication of programs at a school so close.
Under the terms of the agreement structured by
staffs at both schools, programming can be shared or
exchanged between the two schools when needed.
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Southwest State will begin the new group of classes
about global studies spring quarter.
The program will have 30 students who must take
four classes.
Upon course completion, they will travel to British
Columbia to continue their studies.
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place Bond as the Chair during the
convention and it is clear to all inside the party and out that he'll
have his work cut out for him.
With the next four years to reorganize Barbour is going to have to
find a way to juggle competing interests in the party like never befc He will have to answer to the
uard as well as new progresemands.
c
1gious right of the party, a
has proven very vocal
Dility to mobilize support
;t, will either have to be
or abandon. They will
ilent however unpopular
rs are with the rest of the

IT'S BETTER THAN STRONG COFFEE, FRESHER THAN MORNING
AIR AND MUCH FUNNIER THAN BURNT TOAST!
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Editor in Chief
Stuart Johnson

ciples," Bond said.
He asked that the party all but
abandon the abortion issue, leaving it
to the states to decide on the issue. A
wise suggestion as it is clear that the
nation is overwhelmingly pro-choice
to one degree or another.
The comments made by Bond were
not exactly well taken by all at the
convention. Many felt his speech
only deepened the rift between factions.
This idea itself is new to many in
the party. The Republicans have traditionally been so successful because
they were able to retain the cohesiveness needed to win elections. Candi
dates would sacrifice personal con
cerns and positions for the good o:
the party, conversely, the Democrats
have rarely enjoyed such cohesion.
They have been criticized for divisiveness and inner bickering leading
to defeat.
The two parties, at least for now,
have changed roles and the Republicans don't like it.
Haley Barbour was elected to re-
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EATING
RIGHT
CAN HELP
REDUCE
THE RISK
A NCER.
OF IpCla
you reduce your weight.

Mandatory info meeting
February 7th - 6:30
1st and last weeks fee due at info meeting
($6 per person)
For further info BOTGEIR .
call 457-0468
79 E. 2nd
PUB
or 452-9204
452-4606

And since a 12-year study shows that
being 40% or more overweight puts
you at high risk, it makes sense to follow
these guidelines for healthy living!
Eat plenty of fruits and vegetables
rich In vitamins A and C —oranges,
cantaloupe, strawberries, peaches,
apricots, broccoli, cauliflower,
brussel sprouts, cabbage. Eat a
high-fiber, low-fat diet that includes
whole-grain breads and cereals such
as oatmeal, bran and wheat. Eat lean
meats, fish, skinned poultry and lowfat dairy products. Drink alcoholic
beverages only in moderation.
For more information,
call 1-800-ACS-2345.

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETYe
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Continued from page 1
only wastes their time and money
and wastes the space that could have
been occupied by a properly prepared student. That is why we are
being much more selective about the
type of freshman we admit."
"The quality message about
Winona State is out there and we are
pleased to be the college of choice in
Minnesota and adjacent states," said
Mootz. "Students and parents are
interested in getting the best education for their money. They've seen
Winona State in the news, in home
town papers, and on television. They
do the research and know what's
going on here."
The goal of having 1,300 freshman for Fall quarter has been met
,,itcl that is the number chosen by the
administration because that is the
number of students who can be
served adequately with quality edu:ation.
Mootz is convinced the increase
In enrollment and applications at
Ninona State is related to the quality
tnitiatives and the perceived quality

painful...but, like I said, I represent
all sports and cannot have any bias
any particular one."
Juaire said, "It's going to be equally
painful for the members of the track
team who cannot compete next year."
Many of the athletes affected by
the cuts expressed animosity toward
the decision.
Sophomore gymnast Lisa LeBlanc
felt that with the passing of recent
resolutions in the student senate, that
they still have a chance to keep their
sport alive.
She said, "We're taking this thing
to the top and as far as were concerned it's not over til' it's over and it's
not over yet."
Since talk of the athletic cuts began, the gymnastics team members
have gathered 749 signatures to stop
the cuts.
A four hour debate at the Jan. 27
student senate meeting also fueled
the controversy.
In a statement released with the
proposal for the cuts, the approved
reduction of the four sports will meet
the $25,000 cutback in the operating
budget of the athletic department.

courtesy of the Daily News
John Vivian holds up his second edition to his book The Media of
Mass Communications. This book caused the recent criticisms from
Rush Llmbaugh because of some of the books contents.

Gay Rights

Continued from page 1
of the institution. Quality education
has always been a priority at WSU,
but a recently expanded emphasis on
student-focused quality initiatives
has resulted in the increase in total
enrollment at WSU precipitated by a
dramatic increase in freshman and
transfer admissions.
"We could admit another five hundred freshman, but only at a cost to
quality," said WSU Academic Affairs
Vice-President Doug Sweetland. "We
want to keep our student to faculty
ratio where it is, at 21 to one, so students can have a good educational
experience. We know that students
and their parents are our primary
customers and we must continue to
deliver a quality product."
Mootz also said that every year
there are a few students who don't
show up in the fall and this is why
applications will still be accepted
within the next few weeks.
Said Mootz: "My advice to parents of high school juniors who want
their kids to attend Winona State is to
get their applications in as early as
possible."

universities including Iowa
State, the University of Wisconsin at Madison and University
of Minnesota at Duluth.
"Limbaugh looks for easy
targets like professors, who he
assumes are absent-minded and
off based," said Vivian.
"I dislike Limbaugh because
he fuels hate mongering. He is
the dark aspect of America's
soul," he said.
"I don't think Limbaugh has
ever read a textbook in his life,
much less ones that were just
printed recently. His publicity
department tracks Limbaugh's
name and they gather the information and use it for Rush's
show," said Zuehlke.
"Rush is a conservative icon
for our generation," said Scott
Koch, a junior public administration major.
"Vivian believes that
Limbaugh is not as powerful as
he actually is, but he is wrong.
He makes everyone think and
question their own values, and
if you can come up with good
arguments, then you can learn
to express them and get people
to believe your way," Koch said.
"Limbaugh gives a refreshing change from the mass media as a whole, and it is the only
daytime talk show that has been
successful nation-wide, beating
out Larry King," said Todd
Cage, Seniorhealth administration major.
Vivian's publisher is amused
by Limbaugh, and wants to
send copies of the television
show to schools that adopt
Vivian's book.

Division II

Continued from page 1
not feel that this amendment is solid.
"It may bring an underlying hatred out in the open. It may do more
damage to the gay community," Koch
said.
"Sometimes you do have to bring
out hatred but now is not the time
because of the national division we
are having with the gays in the military issue.
"The underlying hatred most
likely exists within the average
uneducated American that doesn't
look at a person from the inside. They
will judge a person from the outside."
Koch says the amendment is a
good' idea, but said that it isn't the
time for this amendment.
Jonathan Thoreson, senior psychology major, disagrees.
"The chances are better now than
they've ever been, but it's going to be
a tough fight," he said.
"This amendment will at least
guarantee some legal recourse if
people are discriminated against.
"It will send a message to the community that there is a problem with
discrimination in society and that

Continued from page 1
more tolerance and respect is due the
gay community."
Many people question the necessity of such an amendment.
Dustin Hanson , senior psychology major, said that he doesn't agree
with the gay life style.
" My beliefs are from how I was
raised. I was taught that this is not the
correct way to live," he said.
"I believe in gay civil rights. But,
I don't understand and agree with
the lifestyle.
I think the majority of people in
this country are heterosexual and
therefore people will naturally fear
what they don't understand," he said.
Megard said thata person's sexual
orientation was not a reason to discriminate.
Even though society has gained
more awareness about homosexuality
Megard said that "Some things need
to be done because it's the right thing
to do, not because it is the popular
thing to do."
Mega rd and Johnson said that the
amendment is expected to be voted
on before or by mid April.

TOP TEN SCARIEST
PEOPLE ON EARTH
10. Prune-eating Sumo wrestler.
9. High-rise window cleaner
with bladder problem.
8. Near sighted knife juggler.
7. Megalomaniac Third
World Dictators.
6. Grown men named "Biff.'
5. Heavily armed hot dog
vendors.
4. Carsick brother in the seat
new to you.
3. Brain surgeon with hiccups.
2. Anyone with a cranky
disposition and a chainsaw.
I . People who offer you drugs.

RECYCLE.

PARTNERSHIP FOR A DRUG-FREE AMERICA

•)

also has some advice for WSU's athletic department.
"It's important to set goals. In fact,
it's well worth it to have a few people
on your staff who just concentrate on
fund raising," Olson said. "Don't
underestimate that location. I think
Winona will support competition in
Division II. It's close to Wisconsin,
Iowa, and Illinois which puts it in
great shape for recruiting. It's a good
place to be."
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Editorial
THIS NIOBIUM WORLD

7 DITORIAL BOARD
Stuart Johnson Jennifer von Ailmen Barry Brooks
Editor-in-Chief

Sports Editor

JUST THINK OF IT--A PRESIDENTIAL INAuouRAL FEATURING ME LIKES OF BARRY MANiLoW
AND FLEETWOOD MAC! WHO WOULD HAVE EVER
DREAMED A PRESIDENT loULD BE 30 MP?
H_ ER! WE USED To MARCH
N WASHINGTON... KJ 0 Vs./
WE'RE RIMMING IT!
TELL You SOY, THE TimES
Ti4E.y ARE A-cHANG‘Ni.!

A, NEW DA), IS ABouT To BE USHERED IN...ALBEIT/
BY SUCH APPoiNTEES AS CoNSUMA1ATE POLITICAL INSIDER LLOYD BENTSEN AND FORMER
DUVAL) ER LOBBYIST Rom BROWN._

WELL, MR. BENTSEN,
WHERE SHALL WE BEGIN OUR REFORMS?

WNATEVER

pep

by TOM TOMORROW

ScAlYki

MANE THE
CAR. KEYS?

BELIEVE WE
SHOULD Focus OUR

EFFORTS ON1 WASTE FUL ENTITLEMENT
PROGRAMS, MR.
gRoWN.

Ad Manager

Nate Steiner Tamberlain Jacobs Jaci Johnson
News Editor

Photography Editor

Variety Editor

Slashing sports wrong idea
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EIZYBoDY BREAKS THE LAW NOW

WSU's athletic department has proposed cutting men's and women's track, men's
tennis, and women's gymnastics. The athletic department has done so in an effort
to retain the necessary funding to compete on the Division II level. However, cutting
these sports is not a good idea for several reasons.
The reasons the athletic department gives for cutting these particular
programs are less than satisfactory.
The athletic department claims the lack of an outdoor track, with which to
, /stage track meets at WSU, is the reason track was chosen to be cut. However, in
the past meets have been held at the track at Winona High School. But even with
no home meets the program could still fill their season with Division II opponents who
are all within a 4-5 hour drive from Winona.
The athletic department has said that the reason gymnastics was cut was
that the nearest Division II opponent for the team would be "somewhere in Texas."
That may be true, but there is no reason that gymnastics would have to move to the
Division II level. BemidjiState's athletic teams compete at the NAIA Division I level.
'However, their hockey team competes at the NCAA Division III level as an
,independent.
The fact is that the athletic department will simply not save a lot of money by
cutting these programs. As schools who have already moved up to the Division II
level have demonstrated, the non-revenue sports like track, tennis, and gymnastics
:do not increase in cost at that level. In fact, it is those non revenue sports who are
most competitive right away.
Another potential problem with cutting these particular sports is that it could
:'cause WSU a lot of headaches due to the Title IX law. That law states that for every
sport offered to one sex, an equal sport must be offered to the other.
Although the athletic department is proposing bringing in women's soccer,
that will not be for several years. In the interim, cutting two women's sports could
iopen WSU up to potential lawsuits and investigations.
'Let's remember the traditions of these sports that have been chosen for these
,cutbacks. Gymnastics is the only sport to have ever brought a national championship
to WSU (twice). They have placed in the top five nationally on several occasions.
Men's and women's track has produced numerous All-Americans, including two on
the present squad.
On the surface, cutting programs may seem an easy way to save some
money. However,it is a move that, in the long run, will do more harm than good.
There are other methods and better ways.
-
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Letters to the editor
A new look at
those who claim
to be Christian
To the Editor:
Every time I read the paper and
listen to the news, I become more
aware of the increasing separation
and hostility between Christians and
Non-Christians over our country's
important issues of gay rights, abortion, and support for our president.
I felt sad when I read last week's
editorial in the Winonan about the
hypocrisy of many Christians. show
when they judge and hate people
who are gay. I felt sad because I know
that it is true. I call myself a Christian,
not because I feel I am more righteous
than others, but because I love Jesus
and want to follow his example. I
have some friends who are gay. I
know that they are loving people.
Jesus loves them, and desires that
they let him love them by obeying
him.
I am strongly against abortion because I love life. I love the mothers
who are confused and scared about
their pregnancies and I love their
unborn babies. I want every baby to
be given the right to live, just as we
were given that right. I don't hate the
people who are Pro-Choice. I feel they
are living people who desire to help
pregnant women. I saw a man scream, ing "Born again Christians beat it!" as
a Pro-Life rally last week, and I cried
because of the hatred I saw in his eyes
and heard in his voice. I cried because
I saw Pro-Life people arguing with
Pro-Choice people. Only when those
from both sides begin. to love each
other will the walls of hardheartedness crumble, and the lives of
women and their unborn babies will
be protected..
I look forward to Bill Clinton being our president. He listens to those
who are oppressed and appears to be
genuinely open and humble. President Clinton desires to do what is
right and fair. I pray that he will be
surrounded by people who support
life and he will become a leader in the
Pro-Life movement.
Bill Clinton has the potential to
move this grea t country forward, and
to listen to the voices of the people. I
believe God chOse Bill Clinton to reunite our country and help us to take
our focus off ourselves, and reach out
to the people in 'greatest need.
I pray that we not interfere with
God's plan by judging and hating
each other, but that we untie and love
one another.

Sincerely,
Renea Ratajczyk,
social work major

Support WSU
athletics
To the Editor:
For those of you students who
have not heard or seen, the Winona
State University basketball team is, in
my opinion, one of the most exciting
teams to occupy the hard court in
McCown Gym in years. For those of
you who complain that there is nothing to do in Winona, except for getting drunk, I as a fan encourage everyone to pack the gym this weekend. I would love to see a couple

thousand students on their feet,
cheering Rodney Ousley's seventh
dunk, Eric Pluitzeweit's sixth threepointer, or a clutch shot made by
Donald Jordan or Damon Scott in
the last moments. The team plays
Southwest State on Friday at 7:30
and the spuds of Moorhead State
Saturday night.
I'd recommend showing up. Everyone else will be there.

Brian Gryniewski

Lifting the ban
on gays in the
military is
serving justice

The Winonan is looking for a film critic as
well as someone to perform illustrations.
Everyone is welcome
to apply. Please submit samples to the
Winonan office located
in Kryzsko Commons,
care of Stuart Johnson.

Winonan

Letter Policy:
To the Editor:
I've been appalled observing
the level of ignorance' surrounding
the issue of gays, bisexuals, and lesbians in th military. The level of
homophobia and ignorance is pretty
disheartening, and I'd like to inject
some logic into arguments that are
now anything but logical.
First of all, lifting the ban will
not bring gays into the military-we've
always been there. From Alexander
the Great (who had male lovers) to
Colonel Margrethe Cammermeyer
(discharged last year for her lesbianism.) Gays have served their countries and served them well. Those of
you who quake at the prospect of
showering with fags- (apparently,
showering with dykes doesn't bother
you, or didn't you realize women can
be in the military too?) I hate to tell
you this, but you already have. In
fact, the military even suspended its
"witch hunt" during the Gulf War to
keep us in. So mmuch for being worried about gays with guns.
Secondly, being gay and
sexxually harrassing someone don't
go hand in hand. The Navy women
who forced to endure a "gaunlet" of
fondling, grabbing and sexual touching by hetrosexual Navy men can
testify to that . In fact, all of the
"morale and discipline" problems
that General Powell is so worried
about have been caused by
hetrosexual men and their
homphobia, not gays, bisexuals, and
lesbians trying to serve with dignity.
Hetrosexual sailors recently killed a
gay sailor- perhaps we should be enacting a ban of a diiferent sort.
Lifting the ban is nothing
more than simple justice. It does n of
sanction a particular behavior any
more than allowing hetrosexuals to
serve does, and it will offer protection from baseless discrimination. It
will also end the "witch hunt" that
has thus far, cost taxpayers 500 million dollars, and will give qualified
men and womenU.S. afford to pass
up this opportunity?

The Winonan
welcomes
correspondence
from our readers.
However, we reserve
the right to edit all
letters received for
content, clarity and
space. Please
submit your letter on
or before the Friday
prior to publication
which is every
Wednesday. All
letters submitted for'
publication must be
signed. All letters will
be printed in the
order they are
received.
Send your letter to:
Dear Editor, the
Winonan, Kryzsko
Commons, Winona
State University,
Winona, MN. 55987.

Michelle Johnson
Junior, Political Science

507-457-5119
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Opinion
Celebrating diversity... The Arita
Allow smoking to remain
By LISA M VAZQUEZ
Columnist

There are forces here on campus
and in the country that are trying to
take away your choices that you acquired at the age of eighteen.
Certain senators on Student Senate are trying to impose their moralistic viewpoints on smokers by trying to take the smoking privilege out
of the Lower Hyphen.
Wasn't the Smaug enough?
Granted, the choice to smoke is
not a right specifically granted in the
Constitution, but it is the choice of
smokers to do to their body what
they wish.
There is nobody that denies the
possible effects of second-hand
smoke, there has been research on the
effects of smoking for years.
But for the non-smokers of WSU,
they have the Upper Hyphen, the

...non-smokers of
WSU... have the Upper
Hyphen, the Smaug,
and every building on
campus."

Smaug, and every building on campus.
Smokers have the Lower Hyphen
and the MTV Lounge, and the outside air. Of which neither of the last
two are conducive for studying.
Non-smokers even complain
about the smoke outside.
One smoker who I talked to said
thathe makes every non-smoker who
comes to his house stand outside for
ten minutes every hour. He does this
in commeration of all the people that
are forced to take their cigarettes
outside, in every element.
Smokers are treated differently
only because people feel that cigarette smoke is offensive and dangerous to the person who inhales the
second-hand smoke.

But what about alcohol? What
about the people who are killed and
hit by people who drink, is that not
the drinker imposing his or her privileges on others?
People never religiously stress the
idea that drinking alcohol harms the
drinker's body, their minds, and their
lives.
The issue behind smoking is the
damage that it does to the smoker
and to the people around the smoker.
Little by little smokers have had
pieces of land taken away from them
that they could call their own.
Now it comes down to the Lower
Hyphen.
It should not be decided by a few
senators what is best for the entire
student body. Student Senate does
great things with issues that students

would argue and debate on for years
if left to them, but this case is
different, it involves dictating a moralistic standard, not an academic or
athletic decision.
There used to be a smokers' rights
group on campus, but the group laid
down their arms because they assumed the battle would be over when
non-smokers won the Smaug.
But the issue is rearing its head
again.
Maybe it is time for not only
smokers;that's obvious, but everyone
who believes in freedom for something that is legal anyway, it is time
for all of these people to fight together for a common cause, the freedom to choose where to sit and enjoy
leisure and studying where they
choose to.

onists

Allow gays in the military?
By RANDAL McDOWELL

By BOB COSTELLO

Columnist
The uproar over President Bill Clinton's promise to

Columnist

lift the ban on gays in the military has brought to light ,
as never before, the deep seated fear many Americans
have toward the gay community. This most recent
uproar shows just how hostile, and just how prevalent
homophobia is in America.
Those who are in favor of the ban argue that to
openly allow gays into the military would disrupt order
and discipline and that our military effectiveness would
be lost as a result. This was the same argument proposed by those against racial integration in World War
H. It was just as wrong then as it is today.
The men and women of our armed forces, gay or
straight, joined the military to serve this nation with
honor and respect and openly allowing gays into the
military will in no way change, nor, alter the requirements of military discipline,
or diminish the strict level of
conduct expected of all
military personnel
The real issue facing
this nation should not be over
the possible effects of gays in
the military, but rather, we
should be asking ourselves,
just what is it that we are so
afraid of? What were we so
afraid of when African
Americans were excluded?
Why were we so afraid to
include women?
The answer is that most people are afraid of something that is unfamiliar or foreign to them. When an
unfamiliar situation arises, those who are afraid will use
any excuse to justify their actions.
We are faced with a variety of excuses as to why
we should not openly allow gays into the military.
Should same sex couples be allowed the same benefits
as heterosexual couples? Should homosexual couples
be allowed to hold hands on base? Finally, some argue
that it would not be cost effective to provide separate
living quarters for gay couples or to provide separate
wash facilities for straights and gays. The only answer
one can give to these questions is that homosexual
couples and individuals are entitled to the same rights
and privileges as their heterosexual counterparts. To
deny them these rights is unconstitutional.
Recollection reminds me of such things as, separation of church and state and that all persons are created
equal with certain inalienable rights, that among those
are life liberty and the pursuit to happiness. These are
not just trivial words to be discarded when they do not
meet one's needs. They are the principles upon which
this nation was founded. One cannot cloud the issue by
including religious preference nor should we use the
excuse of expenses to justify a deep seated fear or hatred
of others.

First and foremost, let me emphatically stress that
I am not gay bashing in this article. Being a strong
conservative, I truly believe in individual rights, including the right to be homosexual. To reiterate - I am
by no means preaching homophobia, instead I am
expressing some concerns over permitting homosexuals to serve in the armed forces.
With that said, I believe that lifting the ban on
homosexuals will severely impair the morale, the
discipline, and the overall effectiveness of the armed
forces.
For the men and women currently serving in cornbat areas around the world, the last thing they need is
to be concerned with is whether the individual next to
them is gay. There is the weak argument that gays are
presently serving with honor
and dignity, which is true;
however, if the ban is lifted,
the possibility for a plethora
of gays to join is inevitable.
One must understand that
there are relatively few problems with homosexuals in the
forces currently, because it is
illegal; but once legal, gay
groupies will infiltrate the
ranks in an attempt to gain
special rights for themselves.
For instance, they will
want the legalization of homosexual marriages, hence giving gay couples the
same pay and benefits as heterosexual couples. This
could escalate to providing gay couples on-post housing, spouse-assignment rights (including ships at sea),
and the establishment of on-post gay clubs.
This is only the tip of the iceberg of administrative
horrors that would follow gays into the military. As
aforementioned, it could lead to a nightmare of special housing rights, not to mention that on ships and
bases across the world there would have to be special
sleeping quarters for homosexuals. Furthermore, new
showering area would have to be created for gays,
because I surmise most heterosexuals would object to
showering with homosexuals.
In my opinion, it is not worth this cost to allow gays
in the military. Others are denied entrance into the
serve for a multitude of reasons (e.g., poor eye sight,
along with numerous other health reasons) because it
is correctly ascertained that they do not meet the
required standards for entrance, just like homosexuals. If we drop the ban on homosexuals who is to say
we shouldn't drop these other requirements. It isn't
worth jeopardizing the effectiveness of our armed
forces just to give one group of people special rights.
Overall, the military serves to protect this country's
citizens and interests, ergo it should not serve as a
social experiment.

FORUM
Should civil rights laws protect homosexuals?

I have strong reservations
about the current
proposals based on the
facts that larger issues
such as retirement benefits, spouse benefits and
living quarter situations
may cause other conflicts.

Dave Ross
senior, political science
major

Yes, I think they should be
because everyone should
have equal opportunity no
matter what their sexual
preference is. You should
be thought about as a
human first.

JoAnn Brown
senior, psychology major

Yes, because civil rights
are for all people and as
far as I know, homosexuals
are people.

Yes, people should have
their choice to do what
they want and have no
one interfere with It.

Tifani Shaffer
senior, physical education
major

Tom Kielty
freshman, composite
engineering major

By ANDREW HOWES
Columnist &

ANGELA HANSON
Photographer

It's hard to believe that after 217 years, two world wars, the civil rights
movement, and the whole Vietnam/social revolution/hippie thing of the
'60s, that our country is still encountering massive obstacles within the way
we treat our own citizens.
Not even two weeks into Bill Clinton's first term as President of the United
States of America has he encountered major turmoil over the right of
homosexuals to defend their country in the military. Can anyone really
believe that our congressmen are spending so much time over something so
trivial? I think U.S. District Judge Terry Hatter summed it up best when he
ruled last week that the Navy had "no justification" to discharge a homosexual sailor from service. Hatter was right- it is simply unconstitutional.
The issue of civil rights has long been a problem in our country, but with
all the other crisis that are facing the world in general today, do we really have
enough time to worry about whether or not a gay person and a straight

"...homosexuals have always been rather easy
targets for abuse. They have long been victims
of confusing generalizations..."

person can handle living side by side with each other? If we as mature,
civilized human beings cannot deal with something so ignorantly trivial as
working, fighting, walking, talking, or even eating alongside someone who
is sexually attracted to someone of their own sex, how can we possibly tackle
a real problem such as the AIDS epidemic or the failing economy?
After all the struggles that other minorities of our country have gone
through over the years to earn their civil rights, you would think that those
individuals who still feel that they are better than everyone else would at least
learn to control their bigotry. No good has ever come from the racial and
ethnic bickering of our citizens, and it would seem highly unlikely that

Of course they should.
Should civil rights be
extended to
homophobes?

Yeah, they're people too.
I believe everyone might
not agree with their
activities. It would be
civilized if we extended
civil rights to homosexuals.

Jessica Jacobs
sophomore, undecided
major

Rudy Story
freshman, undecided
major

anything but violence and continued misunderstanding could come from
denying homosexuals their civil rights
Obviously this problem is not a new one though, as homosexuals have
always been rather easy targets for abuse. They have long been victims of
confusing generalizations, and it is quite easy to understand how many
"normal" individuals might find something disgusting or wrong with a
group of people who find the members of their own sex appealing.
The controversial nature of this issue is a perfect example of what is
supposed to make our country such a wonderful place to live though. Our
citizens are not expected to understand every quirk that another individual
or group of individuals may have, they are just supposed to except other
people for who they are and not what they do.
A man may be punished and accused of being indecent if he takes the life
of another man, and it is then justifiable to label him a "murderer." But if all
a man does is make love to another man in the privacy of his own home,
should he then be labeled a "faggot" and denied his civil rights?
Name-calling and finger-pointing are actions best left to elementary
school students. The rest of us should open our eyes and begin to understand
the true meaning of "We the People" and "all men are created equal"
America's problems need care and understanding, and that won't begin to
happen if we can't even deal with the simple differences between our own
people.
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Declare your love on February 10 by placing a Love
Note in the Winonan. Love notes are the perfect way to
send a unique valentine greeting, give a special message
or even ask a very special question.
Each heart is only $1.00 with a four line maximum.
Order your Love Note by 2:00 p.m.
Friday, February 5th.

Love emotes
Call Classified at 457-5119 by
2:00 p.m. on Friday, February
5th and order by phone.
Or visit the Winonan in the
lower hyphen of Kryzsko
Commons.
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Variety
Dancing
"Global Village in the '90s" comes to WSU into the
1990's
Reading Poetry

By NABEEL ALI
Variety Reporter

LISA VAZQUEZ
Variety Editor

The National Broadcasting Society and KQAL are sponsoring "Global Village in the '90s," Feb. 6 at 9:30
a.m. featuring keynote speaker
George Liston Seay, the host of American Public Radio's Dialogue.
Dialogue is a weekly series on public affairs dedicated to probing into
different issues that concern the public from an intellectual perspective,
which allows it enough space not to
become another form of news analysis.
Dialogue is a joint production of
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars in Washington D.C.
and Radio Smithsonian and is aired
from 140 stations around the country.
"Our attention is toward a broader
spectrum of reality and at the same
time we intend to focus on national
issues as well," said Seay.
"Audience are demanding to
know not just the news, but what it
means. We offer that in many of our
programs, especially in the timely,
penetrating insights from Seay's
guests on Dialogue," said Phelps
Hawkins, APR's senior vice-president
for news.
Dialogue is basically composed of
in-depth interviews with people who
are knowledgeble about the topics
discussed. Topics usually range from
German-American relations to
Truman in history, Islam and the common good to Jazz history.
The guests invited are individuals
like Stanley Rabinowitz, Rabbi Emeritus of Congregation Adas Israel.
In the discussion on "Judaism and
the Common Good, Rabinowitz presented insights on the tradition of
Hanukkah from a Jewish point of
view and he visioned the future of
American deomcracy in the light of

Angela Hanson/Winonan Staff
Jack Carr and Chad Muller listen as another participant recites his
poems during a poetry reading group that was held last Tuesday
evening in Stark Hall.

WHAT:
"Global
Village in the '90s",
featuring George
Liston Seay
WHEN: Feb. 6,
9:30 a.m.
WHERE: Recital
Hall, PAC

Jewish thoughts concerning the common good.
The program promises to touch
the roots of the problems discussed
through the interviews.
"We are very much gratified by
the response of the audience," said
Seay.
People who could not get a formal
school or a college education or had
to drop out for some unavoidable
reasons were finding this program to
be their source of knowledge, Seay
noted.
For ten years Seay has lived and
worked in Latin America as a Peace
Corps volunteer, a Foreign Affairs
Officer and a Ford Foundation executive.
He was also a journalist in Brazil
writing on issues affecting tribal
populations.
Seay plans on putting out a major
series on ethnicity and the racial composition of the United States.
This program is considered by radio stations to be one of the best and
the strongest global news and information offered by APR, which is the
home of Garrison Keillor's American
Radio Company, Marketplace, and
the BBC World Service.
The show can be heard at 3:08 p.m.
every Monday afternoon.

By AMY LEHMKUHL
Variety Reporter
Picture this, a soft classical
melody humming in the
backround, a chandelier giving
off glitters of light that tease
and play around the room. Then
two bodies come into view,
gracefully poised, and gliding
across the shiny wood floor. She
in her flowing gown, and he in
a tuxedo of sophisticated lines.
This could be anyone, and
maybe you. If you have thought
of dancing here is your chance,
because Ballroom Dancing is being offered at Winona State
starting April 18.
People of every age can register for this cLass. Sharon Bauer,
last year's instructor, said,
'There is a variety of ages from
the college-aged to persons in
their seventies." But young, or
young at heart, everyone starts
with the basics. Bauer quoted
those as, "transference of
weight, proper posture, leading and following. Also, students will simply walk forward
and backward to get use to this
new distribution of weight."
Other elementary steps would
be as Bauer said, "a waltz transition and to learn different lead
and following cues, and with
this a sensitivity to recognize
these cues." She then went on
to state, "there is a link to sensitivity in recognizing cues to the
sensitivityand intimacythat the
partners possess in other areas
of a relationship."
If you are wondering what
else the class is like, in attendance it could be around forty
people, but this number varies.

See Dancing, page 11

WSU professor honored among peers
By AMY LEI MIKUHL
Variety Reporter

In November of the past year Professor Richard Jarvinen of Winona State's
Mathematics and Statistics Department, was appointed to the committee on
Student Chapters for the Mathematics Association of American (MAA).
Jarvinen said that the committee's function is "to allow students the
opportunity to belong to a professional society, by overseeing numerous
activities and events of the MAA and their chapters."
Jarvinen also discussed Winona State's standing in the MAA.
"It [MAA] is the largest profession mathematical society in the world with
a membership of 30,000 persons, and of this number 3500 are students in the
United States alone," said Jarvinen.
WSU contributes about 25-30 members a year, making it one of the largest
in the United States.

Winona became a charter member in September of 1990 at Miami University in Ohio, when the MAA was celebrating its 75 anniversary.
Jarvinen said some of the specific benefits in being a member of the chapter
are, "invitations to national and regional MAA meetings and funds set aside
to the students who are in need of capital to travel to the events, privilege to
present one's work to a broad, influential range of people."
In additions, mathematics texts can be purchased at discounted prices,
information about employment opportunities and journals like American
Mathematics Monthly are offered.
There are three conventions held by the MAA every year. The winter and
summer conventions are held jointly with the American Mathematical Society, while the fall conference is held in Washington D.C. and is exclusive to
the committees of the MAA only.
To be appointed to the committee Jarvinen had to be recommended by the
existing committee members and also the MAA administration, before MAA
President Deborah Tempper Haimo appointed him. In this committee of

Students Chapters Jarvinen will serve three years.
Jarvinen is not entirely new to MAA committees. In the 1986-87 school
year when the MAA Student Papers committee was created he was one of the
founding members. This committee encourages and organizes students to
present their work at the MAA summer conventions that are held annually.
"The [Student Papers] committee is particularly interesting because it is a
pipeline to give local people a chance to show their work. Students for this
event come from such schools as: Harvard, Stanford, and even Minnesota
schools like Gustavus Aldophus," said Jarvinen.
This new committee in Student Chapters is an offspring of the Student
Papers committee, both of which he plans to continue serving on.
To be a member requires an interest in mathematics, and a small membership fee for students. In addition, this reduced fee is extended for one year
after the student's graduation
If anyone would like more information as to becoming a member please
contact Professor Jarvinen in Gildemeister 308.

Outstanding thespians
Two WSU students awarded for their acting skills
By STEPHANIE GIBBS
Variety Reporter

Two Winona State University students were chosen as outstanding
actors for their performances in the
recent WSU Theater production of
"Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves,"
directed by Vivian Fusillo.
Forrest Musselman, senior theater
arts and english writing major; and
Jodi Koch, senior theater and speech
communications major; were selected
to take part in a week long American
College Theater Festival held at
Hamline University and St.
Catherine's in St. Paul January 1924th.
Koch and Musselman became eligible for the Irene Ryan Scholarship
after being nominated for their outstanding stage presence.
In the WSU production, Koch
played the roles of harem dancer,
slave girl, and story teller. Musselman
was selected for his role in the chief of
thieves.
Each presented two contrasting
selections in a four-minute audition,
one with a partner. There were approximately 208 students who competed in the Irene Ryan Scholarship
competition, and after each round
eliminations separated each student's

"It was a wonderful experience and
opportunity to meet new people and
learn things from them."
Jodi Koch
performances. The second round had
only 38 students, and the first round
included only 16 actors. Koch prepared a selection from "Mourning
Becomes Electra," with Kim Schultz,
another WSU theater student, and a
song from "Annie Get Your Gun."
"It was a wonderful experience
and opportunity to meet new people
and learn things from them," said
Koch.
Musselman presented a solo form
"House of Blue Leaves: and :Minnesota Moon," with his partner Chris
Mahle, a WSU theater student.
Mankato State University Professor Paul Hustiss coordinated the entire program.
'The educators thought the general quality of the performances were
top notch," said Hustiss, "The actors
were the finest in the eight state region."
Fifty different colleges and universities from eight different states
were represented in the AC:11-: festival. There were 800 theater students

who were involved in the event.
During ACTF week, WSU students and their director,Fusillo, had
the opportunity to attend thirty theater workshops and view six productions. Many popular workshops were
those that dealt with acting, technical
theater, and cultural diversity.
Auditions were judged on the
student's apparent abilities to cornmunicate to the audience.
From the regional auditions, one
actor was chosen to go on to the national festival to be held at the
Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.
The ACTF national festival is a
nationwide organization, and this
year marks the 25th annual year.
"I had the opportunity to go back
stage and talk with thejudges on how
they critique each audition. I felt this
was a unique learning experience,
and it will help me to be better prepared for future auditions," said
Musselman.
Marne Olds/Winonan Staff
Forrest Musselman, a junior theatre arts major, and Jodi Koch, a senior theatre and communications
major, participated in the American College Theatre Festival that was held in Minneapolis on Jan. 1823.
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Criticism ■SL Review
Heartland Humor heartwarming
WSU's Gadow highlights Minnesota living in his novel
Gadow, Don. Heartland Humor:
Through the Snow. LaCrosse: Pedro
Publishing, 1992. 157 pp. $8.00.

by

Don Gadow
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If anyone has ever wanted to get
inside the head of an ice-fisher, or to
better understand the mindset of cornp uls i ve woodcutters and
lawnmowers, or to discover the true
story of Benjamin, the fifty-pound
Thanksgiving turkey presented to Ronald Reagan, Heartland Humor provides complete details. Don Gadow
writes with a smirk about experiences
common to midwesterners, who, after reading Heartland Humor, will recognize themselves or their spouses or
their neighbors.
Don Gadow focuses on the ironies
and humor of life in the Midwest. He
recognizes the Midwesterners are a
people peculiar to our climate and
land, or ice mass, if you are the avid
ice-fisherman he consistently and lovingly depicts. When a "Tall Tail"

"Next to a motorcycle parts
ad titled 'Mona Lisa Would
Smile,' the local shopper garden column attracted my eye
with its intriguing headline:
The Sex Life of the Vegetable
Patch'...
...I hurried out to the
backyard, preparing myself for
the unknown. Amid the
quackgrass, was a gigantic
singles bat...Frankly I was
shocked. I could put up with a
little hanky panky, but this was
out of control...
...Carrots looked like
they were coming off a two
week bender, cucumbers gave
off the telltale yellowish color
of liver failure, green peppers
had turned a seductive red...
To find out what was
happening, I decided to interview that most conservative
of vegetables, the parsnip...
— Heartland Humor

•

entitled "Required for an Ice Dog"
begins with the words, "anybody but
the DNR and a few common sense
freaks will say that the time to get out
for the best ice fishing is when the ice
first forms..." if the reader doesn't be
careful, it's their own fault. Gadow
goes on to describe his old dog, Tray,
a combination black lab and schnauzer, the best ice tester an ice-fisher
could want, until he wouldn't get out
of the car. The ice fishing theme runs
throughout the anthology with titles
like "Hamlet on Ice" and "Ice Fishing
Lies."
Hand in hand with ice-fishing stories are a few comments about deer
hunters, with "Deer Hunting on the
Homefront" and "My Deer Hunting
excuse," which explains why Don
Gadow does not go deer hunting every year. His excuses, while d istinctly
exaggerated, ring true, including everything from "'I can't afford a license'" to "'I don't shoot Walt Disney
characters— to "'I'm afraid of getting
shot" (91-92). He goes on to explain
the reason that he uses these excuses:

It's Hard to Push a Lawnmower
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five deer, five shots, five scared deer,
no casualties, (you get the picture).
As noted earlier, much of Heartland Humor is recognizable. "Confessions of a Wood Junkie" outlines the
pitfalls of owning a woodstove or a
fireplace, as romantic as a fireplace
can be. He describes cutting wood
and creating a wood pile as an addiction that permeates every fiber of life,
to the point of taking the wife out for
a drive, "but only to estimate the
cords of wood in strangers' yards"
(6).
Gadow's observations of chronic
woodcutters are related to his observations of the compulsive
grassmowers that come out of hibernation even before the snow thaws
and the grassbegins to grow. Gadow,
obviously being one of his compulsive mowers, complains, "Each year I
have strived to be the mowing leader...
One spring I had to work, and the
neighbors on unemployment got
ahead of me again. Another year I
came home from ice fishing...to hear
a stereo network of power engines

emanating from every corner..." (17).
Gadow's respect for Minnesotans
in general comes through in one piece
especially, "Polite to a Fault," in
which he describes some of the unusual behavior that baseball fans from
other states experienced during the
1987 World Series. "[Baseball writers
were) surprised they had been invited to share taxi rides with Nordic
strangers. Despairing because there
were no overturned cars and burning
store fronts to provide an angle to the
post-game victory celebrations." He
concludes by saying Minnesotans
have "The Right Stuff" (98-101).
The respect and admiration Don
Gadow obviously has for Minnesotans seems to be the main driving
force behind this collection of work
first published in the Annandale Advocate. He straddles the line between
the ridiculous and realistic, the hyperbolic and the reasonable, with
apt observations that are rooted in
Minnesota culture.

Pipes of a majestic tone

courtesy of photo services

By GREG TALMO
Music Critic

Dr. Edward D. Berryman. Chapel
of Saint Mary of the Angles, College
of St. Teresa Campus. Rigaudon
(Andre Campra), Adagio (Concerto in
D Minor) (Antonio Vivaldi), Little
Fugue in G Minor U.S. Bach), Sheep
May Safely Graze U.S. Bach), The "Jig
Fugue" in G Minor U.S. Bach), Sonata
on the 94th Psalm (Julius Reubke),
Scherzo (Symphony II) (Louis Vierne),
The Swan (Camille Saint Saens),
Tocatta for Primitive Organ (Pietro
Yon), Minuetto anticoe Musetta (Pietro
Yon), The Flight of the Bumblebee (N.
Rimsky-Korsakov), The Children's
Prayer (E. Humperdinck), Improvisation (Dr. Edward D. Berryman),
Finale (Symphony I) (Louis Vierne).
-

Sound:
Gorgeous
Performance:

"Why an organ concert?" is the
question that is running through your
mind. Followed by "I mean really,
going on purpose, to listen to an organ in a church when they generally
sound loud and brash. I've tried to
repress that from my childhood."
This is horrid recollection from
childhood was lurking in the back of
my head on the way to the show. But,
luckily, it didn't happen. The sound
of the organ, under the capable hands
of Dr. Berryman, was absolutely gorgeous. It was not overly harsh or
loud, albeit a tad soft from the balcony. The definition, tonal and dy=
namic range left little to be desired.
Set in the beauty of Chapel of Saint
Mary of the Angels the concert was
visually as well as aurally riveting.
Berryman started out the concert

with Rigaudon and Adagio (Concerto in
D Minor) with a little hesitation and a
couple of missed notes here and there.
But by the time he settled into the
three works by Bach, his style was
flowing and flawless. With the organ
hidden from view, it gave the effect
that the chapel was being filled by
music from an indeterminate source.
With the organist hidden from view
as well behind the alter, the effect was
to focus the attention of the audience
on the music and the chapel instead
of the organist or his instrument.
The year and a half that the
Hiawatha Foundation spent to refurbish the 2600 plus pipe organ was
well worth the time and money spent.
The sound of the organ combined
with the acoustics of the chapel produced the most aurally satisfying
experience I have ever had. The
middle section of the concert,
Reubke's Sonata on the 94th Psalm ,
proved to be technically deep, but
lacking in spirit. However, the final
third of the concert filled with works
by Vierne, Saint-Saens, and RimskyKorsakov provided a powerful finale
to the concert, with the finest performance being Berryman's Improvisation. Berryman composed this piece
especially for the organ in the chapel
to show off the capabilities of the
organ that the other pieces failed to
utilize. This piece was, for myself, the
centerpiece of the show. Although
the other pieces played showed that
the organ had a powerful sound and
range, the Improvisation however
combined all of the strengths of the
organ in one seamless piece.

See organ, page 11

Class of '96 better than expected
New Fox series surprisingly convincing, realistic
•

By RON ERDMANN
Television Critic
Starring: Jason Gedrick as David
Megan Ward as Patti
Brandon Douglas as Whitney
Perry Moore as Antonio
Lisa Dean Ryan as Jessica
Kari Wuhrer as Robin
Gale Hanson as Stroke,
Network: FOX
Day & Time Tuesdays at 7 p.m.

College life in the 1 90s is the premise of the new Fox series
Class of 96, directed by thirtysomething alum Peter Horton.
Although it lacks the presence of "poster boys" like Jason
Priestley and Luke Perry, the surprisingly convincing cast and
realistic nature of Class of '96 may loosen the stranglehold of
popularity that Beverly Hills 90210 has on the younger television-watching crowd.
The young, relatively unheard-of cast is led by Jason Gedrick,
who stars as David. David appears as an incoming freshman at
Havenhurst College of the prestigious Ivy League, where he
meets a new group of friends. He immediately becomes romantically interested in Jessica (Lisa Dean Ryan), and seems to fit in
well with his new pals Stroke, Whitney, and Antonio (Gale
Hanson, Brandon Douglas, and Perry Moore respectively).
Jessica hooks up with Patti (Megan Ward) and Robin (Kari
Wuhrer, Remote Control ), both of whom are extremely easy on
the eyes. Together the seven of them will experience the ups and
downs of college, and will become a lot closer to each other in the
process.
The best thing about this cast is that the characters don't
really seem to be acting; the conversations and situations that
arise aren't noticeably out of the ordinary. Also, they all look as
if they could be in college. There isn't one of them that doesn't

look the part, like Andrea from 90210 for example. She is supposed
to be a high school senior, but in real life Gabrielle Carteris is in her
late twenties. The bad thing there is that she looks every day her age.
This takes a little bit away from the show in my opinion, but
fortunately Class of '96 hasn't made that mistake.
Thus far, I have found the show to be a surprisingly realistic
account of the early college experience, notably the first episode. I'm
sure many of you were embarrassed by the behavior of your parents
when they were helping you move into your dorm. If this is the case,
the Class of '96 rendition was no exception. I'm pleased to say,
however, that my father never opened a stall door of the 2nd Morey
bathroom only to find a fellow dorm-mate on the toilet, like Whitney's
father did. Another memorable, scene from the first episode was
when David and the rest of the guys go out to the bar and get
completely sauced. Now this is symbolic of the first year of college
experience at Winona State. I didn't even wonder how these guys got
into the bar, simply because I can distinctly remember a time when
all you needed to get into Lang's was a student I.D. and a pulse. Ah,
the good old days. David's first "scam" with Jessica was also
depicted on the show, which of course led to the inevitable first
"walk of shame" of his college career. Realistic? Well let's just say
that there are probably a lot of people that should be thankful that
people don't roam the campus with video cameras on Saturday and
Sunday mornings.
There are a few minor things about Class of '96 that bothered me.
First of all, David only wrote about three or four sentences on his
Literature exam and his professor (played by Horton) gave him a B+.
David even admitted that it was total crap, but it still didn't matter.
Isn't this supposed to be the Ivy.League? Hey, Winona State may be
"the Harvard of the Midwest" and all (Smell that? That's sarcasm.),
but where are these professors in my life? Also, wouldn't it be a tad
bit more realistic to call the show Class of '97 ? I'm living proof that
college is now considered to be the best five years of your life.
All things considered, the show has been pretty good. Who
knows, maybe Class of '96 will be on long enough for us to see David
and the gang graduate? From the looks of my transcript, they'll
probably be out in the real world before I will.

courtesy of Don Gadow

Gas tank existentialism
The following is an excerpt from Gadow's book
At 155,000 miles my 1980 Plymouth
Volare is the Herschel Walker of automobiles-strong in pridebut dead in the clutch.
Out on the open highway when I come up
behind a tractor pulling a manure
spreader, I'm encouraged to pass by
Ricardo Montalban, who sits beside me
beaming assurances as he sings something in Italian. But in the background I
hear a soft voice cautioning, "Boss! Boss!"
Still, the gas mileage is pretty good on
my weekly trips back and forth between
Winona State University, where I work,
and Annandale. A recent tankful carried
me from Winona to Annandale, back to
Winona, and halfway back between
Minnieska and Kellogg. My
eightysomething mother wouldn't walk
for gas, so I sat tight, counting eagles and
waiting for a Good Samaritan.
It's a common sight to see pedestrians
carrying gas cans along Highway 61, as
familiar as barges running up and down
the Mississippi. these people are not stupid, careless, or forgetful. They are true
rugged individualists.
The person who runs out of gas reminds me of a Guindon cartoon that shows
two workmen staring at a large carton, its
'This Side Up" instructions upside down.
One man says to the other, "I don't take
orders from a carton."
Seeing how far we can go on a tank of
gas is one of the few remaining ways we
can assert our personhood. It's a way to
show we are superior to the machine. It's
a way to control our destiny in a time
when almost every enjoyable human activity is hampered by time tables, work
rules, diet charts, and moral and ethical
restraints.
No federal or state regulations or local
ordinances require us to buy gas before
the engine coughs and dies. The person
who watches to see how low the needle
can sink before the car glides to a halt is the

It's a common sight to see
pedestrians carrying gas cans
along Highway 61 , as familiar
as barges running up and
down the Mississippi. these
people are not stupid, careless, or forgetful. They are
true rugged individualists.
real existentialist pushing that boulder
up the hill.
Even my conservative wife has
picked up the habit. One week when the
Volare was was between its seventh and
eighth lives I had to borrow her car for
the Winona trip. I was curious to see
how far the Tempo would go on a tank
of gas, so I didn't fill up before leaving
for for the return trip to Annandale. I
found out later she had to push the car
the last 20 feet to the gas pump. At first
she was angry, but then I reminded her
how lucky she was that she hadn't stalled
10 miles out of town. That would have
been one long push.
We do the same thing with our taxes.
While we can't resist the April 15 deadline with paying an awful penalty, we
can put off filing until the last minute.
"They didn't make interest off my tax
bill," one visionary told me at 4 p.m. on
tax day as we stood in line at the post
office to pay obeisance to the IRS. "Let
the mail pile up," he said. "They will get
my 56 dollars, but they had to wait for
it."
So the next time you see someone
toting a gas can along the highway, remember he's exploring his Fantasy Island. Honk the horn and wave as you
speed past.
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Rivers Edge Ski Packages

What's going on...

COFFEE IVIILL SKI AREA

Senator Wellstone Representative
Senator Paul Wellstone is having a
representative come to the Winona
Citizen Center on Thursday at 7
p.m. to meet and discuss opinions
and information from citizens. The
public is invited.

Package Includes
• 1 Nights Lodging
• 1 Full Day Lift Tcket
• 2 Night Lift Tickets
$28.00 per person
Double Occupancy

WSU-Mayo Lecture Series
On Tuesday, Feb. 9, at 7:30 p.m. Dr.
Richard Weinshilboum from Mayo
Medical School will be presenting a
lecture on "Biomedical Research: A
20th Century Adventure," in the auditorium of Stark Hall. The program
is free and open to the public.

For Reservations or More Information
Call 608-685-3863

"SPRING BREAK"

'93

199 5°

BI

'93

Gar.1.

Per Person
7 FULL NIGHTS INCLUDING
TRANSPORTATION & ACCOMMODATIONS

PRICE INCLUDES

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Round Trip Charter Bus Transportation
Daily Pool Side Activities
Full 7 Nights Lodging
Nightly Club Specials
VIP Fun Card for Discount
Optional Sight-seeing Trips
Rooms Only from $109.50 per person Quad Occupancy

STAY AT DAYTONA'S HOTTEST HOTELS
RIGHT ON DAYTONA BEACH!
Howard Johnson
Safari Beach Motel
Atlantic Inn Surfside
The Texan
Voyager Resort Motel
Sunrise Inn
FOR TOUR PACKAGE
Randal Knudson 453-1284 I
INFORMATION CALL
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Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor
Jen Petit, a Journalism graduate from WSU, danced at a 'Soiree" that was
held at the Winona Art Center last Saturday evening.
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presents

Daughters
of Africa
by Syl Jones

THE MIXED BLOOD THEATRE COMPAN Y

Soul Food Dinner
Saturday, Febuary 6th
5 p.m., Smaug, Kryzsko Commons
Available in the WSU Black Cultural Awareneszs Association
Office in Kryzsko Commons weekdays 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
phone 457-5684
or in the Cultural Diversity Office; Phone #457 5595
-
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G&G 'bur Brokers
Presents

•

,.

SPRING BREAK '93

Grand Bahamas

'" Winona's Birthday Bar "

New on Thurs Nights!
O

Pori 1: PALM BEACH FLORIDA:
Arrival Day I.• Hilton Hotel
includes First Day &1\.;iglit Ace. On iodations,

Part II: CRUISE:
8 Hr. enlist. Aboard Palm Beach Cmise Line
"VIKIN(G PRINCESS" Passage Tickets Included
Along with Shuttle Transportation - Between
Port of Palm Beach and Hilton Palm Beach.
Breakfast and Lunch, Ali Ship Board
Activities Paid!

O

Famous 14 oz.

Part III: GRAND BAHAMA'S:
4 Days. 3 Nights Accomodations at
The Sun Club Resort. Freeport.
Grand Bahamas - $1500 Discount Meal Book
and Shopping Book Included,
2 Casinos, Horseback Riding, Golf,
Tennis. Plent v of Beach & Booze,
WOW! 18 Yrs. Le.al Drinkin! • !el
:Return Cruise 4th Night Aboard
"VIKIN(l PRINCESS- with Surf and Turf
Dinner Included!!

CALL TOM/ FOR
RESERVATIONS AND
INFORMATION.

G&G TOURS BROKERS
HOUSTON TEXAS
Part I through Part IV
all included

$ 1 9 9 Per00 Person

G&G is a
member of:
1.)Greater South Houston
Chamber of Commerce
2.) Subscriber to the Better
Business Bureau Standard.
call 1-800-526-1993

Jumbo Long Islands
Restrictions:
[ions:

only 2:

Part 1V:

O
mg

"Come Celebrate your
Thursdays and Birthdays with us!'
,4.1WOTHERS

\

vasussmasureassissamsaanassiz..2.,..-vanassour

• MIN

Est. 1967

As ALWAYS our

i

Black Cultural Awareness Association

. BROTHERS . BROTHERS . BROTHERS

"The Super Gulp"
A 16 oz. Tap of
your favorite Domestic
Beer!!
Only 1:

If you're starting to plan your crash
diet to get ready for spring break,
here's some heart-stopping news from
the world of medicine: Yo-yo dietin
orfrequent fluctuations in weig t
caused bycrash dieting, can lead to
early death if your weight fluctuates
by T1 pounds or more. Crash diets, or
very low calorie or starvation diets
slow down your metabolism so that
you eventually gain it all back anpr.
way. Instead, stick to a law fat eating
plan for lost weight that won't find ifs
"weigh" back to you.
.7,
Brenda Koth,
WSU Nutritionist

Soiree

Singing Telegrams
The WSU Concert Choir are offering singing telegrams in the Lower
Hyphen, the Cafeteria and Lourdes
Hall Feb. 8-11. Cost is $10 for
students and $30 for the community, carnation and card included.

DAYTONA
Travel "lours

'):4=11T'qi

Nutrition Nibbles

Soul Food Dinner
Cultural Diversity and the Black
Cultural Awareness Association will
be holding their annual Soul Food
Dinner on Saturday, Feb. 6 at 5 p.m.
in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko
Commons. The Mixed Blood Theatre will also do a presentation on
"The Daughters of Africa" after the
dinner. Tickets are $1 0 through the
BCAA or Cultural Diversity.

DAYTO N A B EAC
Just When You Thought You Couldn't Afford It!

$

Fitness Facts
Flexibility is the ability to move muscles
and joints through their maximum range of
motion. So what? When a person loses it,
their ability to move about with ease and
comfort is greatly reduced, the risk of injury
is higher, muscle and some strength may
also be lost. In everyday life this means you
may not be able to grasp both hands behind
your back without bending forward. It may
mean you are a prime candidate for a pulled
muscle. If that's not enough, your arms may
ache from doing simple tasks such as carrying in the grocenes. What do you do now? Go
to your local bookstore, pick up a book on the
correct streches, and practice them!
Erica M. Ehlers
Certified Personal Trainer
St. T's Tennis and Sports

cM

. BROTHERS . BROTHERS

ORLANDO FLORIDA:
4 Days, 3 Nights Aecomodat.tons Paid
at FLAG SI-IfP INN
Located next to Disney World, Epcot,
8i Sea Work!.
Used first night in Florida or “nytiine
after.

You must confirm your reservation 60 days in advance
Traveler must provide transportat ion to and from Florida,
Traveler must have proof of citizenship 1E. Birthcertificate.
voters registration, NO PASSPORT REQUIRED.
Port & Service Charges additiOnal, Processing and
Reservation Charges
are $79 per person due at departure.

t
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An Evening With...

"Carved upon my stone, my body
lies but still I roam..."
-Metallica, 1991

GATE
SEC

Fi
G

ROW
SEAT

TAPER

PRICE

HANDLING CHG.

$1S 0 SO 00

TOTAL•TAx INCL

Last week you saw a view from the back of the
inauguration. Now see the view from the back of
the Metallica show in LaCrosse. Metallica played
to a sold out crowd in the LaCrosse Center Friday
night. I was one of the 100 people to get special
taper tickets to the show, which allowed me to
bring photographic equipment into the show. I was
very impressed with the band's performance, although I saw most of the concert through the lens of my camera. I don't know how the pro's do it, but
out of ten rolls of film, these are the images that
turned out. Enjoy!

F L_ L_
112965

Photos and text by Brian Basham)
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THIS WEEK'S HOT SPOT

Beno's is the cure for winter blues
By THE HOT SPOT SPIES

Looking for something a little different to liven up those winter blues?
Well we have found the place for you!
Beno's Deli, located at 72 Center Street, is a refreshing change of atmosphere from the average restaurant. According to the owner, Penny Prosen,
. the deli opened up eight years ago as the second store of a chain that was
started in Lake City, Minnesota. Four years ago the parent store closed
leaving the Winona store on its own. The deli's walls are made of red brick
and are covered with shelves, baskets, and a few antiques to add some of that
old world spice. The shelves are lined with gourmet foods from all over the
world and the baskets are sold so that you can fill them with items from the
store and give them as gifts.
The deli serves 16 types of sandwiches, six different salads, Two types of
home made soup, and offers a wide selection of beverages from fruit juices

Organ

continued from page 7

Berryman's composition was like a
young man showing off his car: he
pulled out all of the stops to show
that full capabilities of the organ to
the audience. He succeeded remarkably.
The Flight of the Bumblebee was the
only disappointing piece in the show,
for it simply does not transpose well
from orchestra to organ. The piece
requires a delicate cascade of notes,
which despite the remarkable talent
of Berryman, simply does reproduce
well on an organ as it does on a con-

Overall, the concert was a
deeply satisfying and a
once-in-a-lifetime experience, and certainly worthy
of the re-inauguration of
such a fine organ. I can only
hope that that this is the first
in a series of organ recitals,
and that the Hiawatha Foundation will attempt to fill the
cultural void that is Winona
by putting on future shows.
glomeration of strings.
Overall, the concert was a deeply
satisfying and a once-in-a-lifetime experience, and certainly worthy of the
re-inauguration of such a fine organ.
_ I can only hope that that this is the
first in a series of organ recitals, and
that the Hiawatha Foundation will
attempt to fill the cultural void that is
Winona by putting on future shows.
The concert was marred only by one
unfortunate accident. Dr. Berryman
tripped and fell after the conclusion

*****Excellent *'Very Good ***Good **Fair *Poor
Food **** Price *** Cleanliness ****1/2 Atmosphere *'
Service ***1 /2 Extras ***
Overall *'
and soda pop to espresso and cappucino, so there is something for every type
of person. Along with all of these sandwiches there are a variety of baked
goods ranging from cheese cake to chocolate tortes to brownies. Many of
these extras are baked right at the deli. Also available are single servings of
many of the gourmet foods on the shelves. That way if you feel like trying
something new, you will be able to take some home with you. The food is

primarily served cold, but there is a microwave available if you wish for a hot
sandwich.
Over all the food was quite good. We found the sandwiches to be large and
well worth the price. The soup was exceptionally good, and quite hearty. The
prices range from the expensive to the reasonable. The sandwiches and food
items were alright but some of the gourmet items were a bit more than I would
want to pay. But that is to be expected with gourmet food.
Beno's will special order gourmet products if you go in and ask the
manager. They try to provide gourmet products that are not available at other
local stores, so if there is a special item that you need, try there.
Beno's is open from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm Monday through Friday and from
10:00 am to 4:00 pm on Saturday.

Dancing
Continued from page 10
Some of the people in the class have
been there two and three times before, just to brush up and add on
before moving to a higher level. Bauer
said, "with this multi-level class, the
more advanced students offer encouragement and support to the newer
students." She also stated, "I really
enjoy teaching this class, I love meeting all of the people, there is a community sense about it. Also the students have a real sense of humor so a
camaraderie develops."
Ballroom dance is not as isolated
from other forms of dance as one
would think. 'There are basic steps
and these can make the transfer to
Polka or Line dancing and other forms
much easier," Bauer stated. Students
sometimes bring what they have used
in other forms of dance to ballroom
style, to spice it up a bit, and add
varience.
Jeanne Ehlinger, a student at
Winona State took the class last spring
and this is what she had to say, "My
husband and I really enjoyed
it[ballroom dancing] the time class
was held was very convenient, and
the instructor handled the different
ability levels in the class well."
To sign up for this class, fill out the
form on page 32 of the Community
Education brochure and mail it to the
address located on the form. Registration forms can also be obtained
outside of the Continuing Education
Office, Somsen 109, WSU. The class
starts April 18 and ends May 23, and
the registration deadline is April 9.
The sessions last two hours and are
held Sunday evenings from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. and meet in Talbot Gym,
Memorial Hall.
Remember, an enchanting melody
playing in the backround, small,
bright spheres of light encircling the
room. And then two people enter the
view, gracefully dancing relaxed, yet
poised. This could be you.
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Congratulations!
The Winonan won second
place in General Advertising
Excellence in the Minnesota
Newspaper Association's
Better College Newspaper
Contest!
AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION PRESENTS:
WHEN: FRIDAY, FEB. 12

8:00 - 12:00
WHERE: AMERICAN LEGION
265 E. 3RD ST.
HOW MUCH: $5-g9- IN ADVANCE
$6'="2 AT THE DOOR
Free Calendar with Advance Purchase!!
ON SALE:
Feb. 1 - 4 in Somsen
Feb. 1 - 12 in the Smaug.

Drink Free!!
For Ticket Info
Call Jim at 452-1471

catch the funkiest sounds at the hottest party in town! !

>20,-, >20( )3201K >1•:E.::,i3V:141,XAIILKAICK.Aleg.")"

Presenting:

4

Budget
Travel
Experts
• Budget airfares anywhere.
• International student fares.
• Railpasses issued here.
• Intemat'l Identity cards.
• Worldwide adventure tours.
• Travel gear and guide books.
• Expert travel advice.

Council Travel
1501 University Avenue S.E. 3rd Floc(
Minneapolis, MN 55414

612-379-2323
Call for a FREE student
travel catalog!

Ever Get A Pal Smashed.

WE'LL PAY
YOU $30,000
TOWARDS YOUR
DIPLOMA.
You can earn more than
$15,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment

TAKE THE KE YS
CALL A CAB
TAKE A STAND

...and another $5,040 if
you qualify for the
Montgomery GI
plus help in paying off a
qualified student loan up to
$10,000.
You'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training.
And you'll serve with an
Army Reserve unit handy
to your campus.
Over $30,000 towards
college-for part-time
service.

Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call today:

FRIENDS DON'T

FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

60gfrateskYttoocAovnefwnetavitoorkonoc..,,,ec&moonocaneKonetzMoneranoonCosompoisst)BEK

454-2267
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

ARMY RESERVE

KAROKE NIGHT

Every Wednesday night from 8:30-12:30

at

GER5
79 E. 2nd
PUB
4524606
Pregnant and afraid?
There is a friend who cares

irthright
P
452-2421

Free Pregnancy Test

Free Confidential Help

CHECK OUR VALENTINE'S
DWI SPECIALS!!
One dozen roses
arranged in a vase
for a special price
of $25.99 + tax
Get your Valentine orders in early
Starting today!

. CA.71,PUS rLORAL
Winona State University
1st. Floor Kryzsko Commons
M-F 7:30 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
SAT. 9:30 A.M.-3:00 P.M.
BUS. (507) 457-5615
HOME (507) 452-2856
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Warriors suffer first conference loss WSU
Ousley and Thorsell as he only scored nine
second half points.
"Ousley did a nice job of guarding Beasley
and it was nice to see Thorsell come out and do
such a good job on an All-American," says
By DAVID BOEHLER
Winona head coach Les Wothke.
Assistant Sports Editor
Beasley and the Mustangs were silenced as
they shot 37% from the floor, contributing to
After this past weekend's action, there was the 72-61 Warrior victory.
Donald Jordan, who averages 35 minutes a
good news and bad news for the Winona State
game, scored 18 points and Statz put in 15, four
basketball team.
The good news: The Warriors are still in first via the three-pointer.
The following night the Warriors were
place in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conbeaten badly, by Moorhead
ference with a record of 5-1,
State for their first conference
(13-7 overall).
loss, 81-67.
The bad news: The War"We were hitting
Winona State led the conriors won't stay in first place
everything in the
ference in rebounding while the
much longer if they play the
Mustangs were dead last, howfirst game, but the
way they did in losing to
ever the box score shows MSU
Moorhead State last Saturday
second game it felt
out-rebounded the Warriors by
in McGown Gym.
like there was a lid
15.
WSU improved its winThey out-shot the Warriors
ning streak to five games by
on the rim."
too as the game was never in
defeating Southwest State, 72reach for Winona.
Ted Conway
61 on Friday.
"We were hitting everything
The Mustangs came to
in the first game [Southwest
town with a 1-4 conference
State], but the second game
record and featured NAIA
All-American Andre Beasley, but the tough [Moorhead State], it felt like there was a lid on
Warriors defense slowed down SSU's main the rim," says Ted Conway. "It was a disappointing loss. Every loss in the conference is
attraction.
Says WSU's Ted Conway, "He's one of the dissapointing."
WSU started the game with a 1-0 lead but
best I've played against. He's definitely an Allthe
lid came on after that.
American."
Moorhead made most of their shots and
Winona State never trailed in the game as
they opened up with the qrst eight points and even when they missed they would follow
took a 10-2 lead in the first four minutes of the with the rebound and basket.
"I just thought they were more aggressive
contest.
After a Rodney Ousley lay-up, the Warriors on the boards. It wasn't their first shots that
beat us in the first half, it was their second and
had their biggest lead of the game at 22-12.
third shots,"said Wothke
It wouldn't be that easy, however.
Winona missed just about all their shots (9
The Mustangs went on a 11-2 run, ending
with a Beasley three-pointer that put his team of 28 in the first half) and the rebounds excluded them as Moorhead State scored the
behind by only one point at the 5:35 mark.
SSU eventually tied the game before Pat next 10 points to take the 10-1 lead.
Mike Polomny shot the lights out by scorThorsell hit a three to give Winona a three point
ing 29 points and grabbed 13 boards to pace his
halftime lead.
The Warriors fought back with the help of a team to the easy victory.
Conway gave some hope by scoring 19
three-pointer by freshman Mike Statz and a
dunk by Ousley, putting Winona State up by points for the Warriors.
WSU stays home for a game Friday night
eight to start the second half.
Beasley, who led all scorers with 23 points, against UM-Morris, then hits the road for a
was quieted in the second half by the defense of rematch against Southwest State on Saturday.

Moorhead (1-4)
surprises WSU

L.

Angela Hanson/Winonan Staff

— Ted Conway recovers the ball during the game against Southwest State on Friday
In McCown Gym.

plays
well in
Iowa
By DAVID BOEHLER
Assistant Sports Editor

Winona State University'
men's volleyball club traveled
to Ames, Iowa to participate in
a tournament hosted by Iowa
State University on Saturday.
The team returned to
Winona as the Division II champions of the tourney.
The teams played a roundrobin tournament of two games
of 11 points with the winner of
this pool advancing to the next
round.
Winona State defeated Iowa
State (2nd team-Cardinal),
Iowa (2nd team), Dortd College, and split games with Nebraska (2nd team).
With this showing, WSU
was seeded No. 1 and received
a first round bye in the championship bracket.
Winona faced the fourth
seeded gold team of Iowa State
and won 15-2. 15-13 to advance
to the final game.
They took on MIU and won
15-12, 15-9.
"They were a lot tougher
than we expected, but we
stayed in control to win," said
Kolbet. "We usually play to
the level °four opponent when
teams are this good. Saturday
we did n't...weplayed above the
level of our opponent,"
This Saturday the team takes
on UW -Stout and rematches the
University of Minnesota in
Menominee, Wis.
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i; Track teams eye Women use balance to win 2 of 3
Ecompetive year
By KEVIN BECHARD
Sports Reporter

RRyan and Rowe to lead the way
., .,
women came in sixth place out of
t.; By KEVIN BECHARD
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eight, with 23 points. The University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse won both
Winona State University's men's the men's and women's competi, and women's track and field team, tion.
Maureen Ryan was the top run. . coached by Beth Howe is looking
ner of the meet for WSU. She placed
forward to a competitve season.
&' '
"The couple of months of indoor first in the 1000 meter run, breaking
.4
I.track
are used in order to get ready a school record with a time of 3:07.96.
low
R....4 for the outdoor season," said Howe. She broke another school record by
:;, Both indoor and outdoor have again placing first in the 1500, with a
time of 4:48.92.
r-AR similar events.
Ryan qualified for Nationals as a
The two top prospects this year
are Maureen Ryan and Craig Rowe, result of her first place finishes in
these two events.
both seniors.
For the men, Sam Thesing placed
Ryan will be participating in the
middle to long distance running sixth in the 35 pound weight throw
events. She is a three time All-Ameri- with a distance of 11.98 meters, and
can for the 800, and is looking to this throw broke the school record.
place at Nationals. Craig Rowe placed second in the
Rowe, who recently came from triple jump, with a jump of 13.85
LaCrosse, had shown great leader- meters.
The Warriors traveled to UWship for hte track team. Last year,
Rowe was picked as an All-Ameri- River Falls for a meet last Saturday.
can in the triple jump, and plans on Ryan broke her record from eight
leaving WSU with two of these un- days before with a 3:03.4 in the 1000
der his belt. meter run, and again set another
ti
"As always, the men's confer- school record. She also broke the
ence is a tough one, but I feel that we Anoules Field House record by plachave the strength and experience to ing first in the 1500 with a time of
place in the upper half," said Howe. 4:48.
Kendra Larson placed fifth in the
The conference in made up of
University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse, 1500 in 5:11 and second in the 800 in
UW-EauClaire, UW-River Falls, 2:32.8. Larson and Ryan each placed
UW-Stout, St. Olaf and St. Thomas. in three events.
Jon Krueger took first in the 200
The women's conference in made
up of the same teams, but also in- meter run- in 23.6 seconds. Craig
eludes Macalaster, Hamline, and Rowe again placed second in the
triple jump,13.49 meters. Sam
University of Minnesota-Duluth.
WSU's men's and women's track Thesing took second in the shot put
and field team traveled to Univer- with 13.61 meters. The track and
sity of Wisconsin-Stout on Sat. Jan. field teams will be in action this
22. The men placed sixth out of six weekend at UW-Stevens Point.
teams, scoring 16 points, and the
1.

Sports Reporter

t.

i

Angela Hanson/Winonan Staff
Vickie Field attempts to pass The ball to another WSU player during the 44-34 loss
against Southwest State In Talbot Gym last Friday evening.

I Last Week...
Men's Basketball
WSU 72, Southwest State 61
Moorhead St. 81, WSU 67
Gymnastics
Gustavus Adolphus 172.1
UW LaCrosse 167.85
WSU
Indoor Track and Field
WSU men sixth, women sixth

Women's Basketball
WSU 70, St. Scholastica 63
WSU 57, Southwest St. 49
Northern St. 83, WSU 55
Men's Volleybal
WSU 2 Iowa State (gold) 0
WSU 2 MIU 0

This Week...
Men's Basketball
UM-Morris
Fri., Feb. 5 McCown Gym. 7:30 p.m.
at Southwest State
Sat., Feb. 6 Marshall, Minn.
Gymnastics
at Ernest Gershon Invit.
Sat., Feb. 6, LaCrosse, Wis.

Winona State University's women's basketball team started their four game home streak
with a big non-conference win over the Saints of
St. Scholastica last Tuesday night. The Warriors
lost their last meeting against the Saints on
December 15th, by a score of 70-63.
From the tip-off, WSU played with a strong
offense and passed the ball well, overcoming
4
theSaint's full court press.
The Warriors used their height advantage
with aggressiveness in the inside lane especially
on the offensive and defensive boards. The Warriors outrebounded St. Scholastica 46-29.
WSU's defense held their opponent to few
inside shots, so the Saints tried answering with
outside shooting. Patty Niles was the only Saint
player who played well against Winona's defense barely getting into double digits with 10
points.
'The first half turned out to be a good one for
us because we shot 53% from the field and grabbed
24 rebounds. I was also pleased that we had an
opportunity to play the entire bench,"said head
coach Terri Sheridan of the Warriors. "We've
improved a great deal since our last meeting
against the Saints, and although they are a Division III team, our offense and defense had to
remain aggressive. It was great to see Senior cocaptain Tina Esch provide leadership."
Winona had four players scoring in double
digits; Carrie Whalen scored a season high of 16
points, and Field matched her teammates scoring by also adding 16 of her own. Tina Esch
scored 15 and grabbed five rebounds, and Jen
von Allmen trailed with 12 points and six rebounds.
"At the beginning of the season, I was planning to make our game an exciting team to watch.
This year's team is motivated by our new coaching staff, and our positive attitude," said Michele
Ellinghuysen, one of the four senior co-captains.
"A lot of the credit must also go to the group
of Freshmen, which has encouraged the team to
be more competitive, "said Tina Esch. "The
playoffs are quickly approaching, and we feel
that we'll be one of the four teams to go. Our
competition is beatable, but our attitude will
affect how we play."
Although this was a non-conference win for
the Warriors, they still improved their overall
record to 9-8.

See Women's Basketball, page 13

Women's Basketball
at Bemidji State
Fri., Feb. 5
at UM-Duluth
Sat., Feb. 6
Indoor Track and Field
at Stevens Point (Wis.)
Sat., Feb. 6
Men's Volleyball
at Luther College
Fri., Feb. 5, Decorah, Iowa
at UW-Stout
Sat., Feb. 6, Menomonee, Wis.
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Proposed cuts stir Look before you cut
emotional mee

By DAVID BOEHLER

By JENNIFER VON ALLMEN

Assistant Sports Editor
The feared athletic cutbacks affected the women's gymnastics team
in more ways than one this past Saturday afternoon.
Sure, the team finished third in
the three team competition, but winning the event wasn't the only thing
on the ladies' minds.
Shirts with the word 'OUCH' on
the back and a pair of scissors cutting up a gymnast on the front were
worn to show the anger and disbe' lief of what might happen due to
lack of money.
The announcement affected the
team so much that Shannon Pohl
nearly fainted at the end of her routine as she competed with a ternperature of 101.
Taking first place was Gustavus
Adolphus with 172.1 points.
In second was UW-LaCrosse at
167.85.
Narrowly behind in third were
the Warriors with 165.95 points.
Says a disappointed Melissa
Green, "We were hoping we could
win, but Becky [Minnf] is out with
an achilles injury, Tifani [Shaffer] is
injured and Shannon [Pohl] had a
fever and was sick. Not to make
excuses or anything, but it's not like
2 we just gave up."
The top bar score belonged to the
freshman Green who earned an 8.8.
Green also led all teams with an
all-around score of 35.45.
Leading the Warriors on the vault
was Rachelle Ellefson with a 9.05.
She also led the team on the beam
and floor exercise with a score of 9.3
on both.
The team is left in a state of confusion due to the cutback possibility.
It was hard for the girls to understand the possibility of 1992-93 being the last year of WSU gymnastics.
The team knew that some cuts
would have to be made, but Athletic
Director Steven Juaire assured them
it wouldn't happen to their team
earlier in the season.
Two weeks ago, Juaire addressed
the girls at their practice and informed them that the sport will be
,cut.
The girls were upset and couldn't
understand why gymnastics in being cut.
He told them there were reasons
they wouldn't understand and that
there was nothing they could do
about it.
The gymnasts continue their season, but they won't end it without a
fight as they display their T-shirts.

Sports Editor
Once again budget concerns are the topic of discussion among Winona State University officials and
directly stemming from that once again is the question of importance of athletics as part of the higher
education learning process.
As many of you know, a proposal has been drawn
up to cut gymnastics, men's and women's track and
men's tennis as an attempt to curve the budget problem.
This proposal could have positive effects as we
see these team members and other supporters rallying together to save their sport and help come up
with other financial alternatives to cutting these programs entirely.
Athletes should ask themselves if they are willing
to give up special privileges in order to save a fellow
athlete's opportunity to compete at a collegiate level.
It is easy for athletes of one sport to blow off the
cuts as long as it is not their sport that is getting the
axe.
Southwest State University's men's and women's
basketball teams came to compete against Winona
State this past weekend without a traveling trainer.
Traveling trainers are standard for most sports here
at Winona State. WSU, the host school provided SSU
with training services such as taping weak ankles.
This saves SSU money on meals and rooms while
traveling. Is this an option that WSU should enterM?
Is the men's basketball team willing to travel back
to WSU in the wee hours of the early morning after a
distant road trip rather than staying an extra night in
a hotel and enjoy a good breakfast before heading
back to WSU on Sunday?
On the other hand, if all athletes are willing to
accept such sacrifices to save money are we actually
taking a step backwards in today's competitive sports
world?
Southwest State's men's basketball team was fifth
in the conference with a record of 5-12 while the
women were tied for third with a 12-6 record. Both
SSU teams were defeated by Winona States' teams.
As Winona State struggles to gain athletic respectability in the conference, some people see the cutting
of other programs as necessary for the financial
stepping stone to this success.
We have already seen the up-grading of WSU
athletic programs as both the men's and women's
basketball teams have seen new coaches in the last
year receiving a combined salary of over $80,000.
Winona State is making a move in the business

world of sports. If WSU wants competitive sports teams
in the NCAA Division II, they will have to continue
stepping up the fringe benefits to attract the good athletes and some WSU officials believe it will have to come
at the expense of some of the smaller sports programs.
In a few week's the baseball team will be traveling
south to warm sunny Florida for some pre-season competition. Is this anther fringe benefit that should be
denied to WSU athletes? The men's basketball team also
got the opportunity to travel south visiting sunny Ari- , zona this past winter to play some competitive basket-:
ball.
As far as recruiting potential student athletes, these: fringe benefits look pretty impressive to incoming star
athletes who could help WSU build respectable athletic
programs, but would we lose student athletes due to lack ,
of some sports? WSU probably already loses a fewstudents due to the lack of other sports such as hockey,:
wrestling and soccer.
Can we have the best of both worlds by keeping the
existing sports and still continue to enhance the pro- grams here at WSU?
Financial alternatives might be more avid fund-rais
ing by individual athletic teams and other athletically
orientated groups like the Warrior Club. Maybe more
brainstorming needs to be done to tap all financial resources in the area. Hitting friends and relatives for financial support gets old after a while. The Winona community and businesses may be a good place to look. '
Winona State has brought a lot to the community financially. There are some large successful businesses in
town that might have a few extra dollars to assist the
budget crunched athletic programs.
An alternative to cutting many smaller sports would
be cutting one big time sport, but do I dare say...cut the
football program. Now there's a soft spot. One could.
argue their past history of losing seasons and the huge
amount of money that goes into supporting such a
program. I heard once that the cost of the video tapes
used for football would fund the entire women's golf
team for a season.
One big drawback to axing such a big time sport
would be that a large percentage of money that goes into :
the Warrior Club comes from alumni giving back to the
university. We must consider that since football de-:
mands such a high number of athletes, many of the
alumni were football players. If this sport were to be cut,
the university could risk a drop in present alumni contri- butions and also future contributions. Football is also ,
responsible for the largest monetary amount from gate. :
receipts, even though that is only a drop in the vast'
financial bucket.
The athletic cuts have become an emotional issue that
needs to be thoroughly thought over before any papers
are signed and I can only hope that all angles have been
looked at before the axe falls.

Men's Basketball
Angela Hanson/WInonan Staff

Wendy Picket does her dance routine during the gymnastics
meet last Saturday afternoon In McCown Gym.

Women's Basketball
"WSU plays well, and we had a tough time matching
up a gainst.their height. Our team is small and young, and
our players need to learn to penetrate their opponents
defense," said Saint's Coach Eric Feeris.
The Mustangs of Southwest State Unversity played
against WSU as if it were a championship game.
Both teams opened the first half with tough defense,
and the Mustangs defense did not allow the Warriors to
penetrate.
WSU was able to run down the Mustangs shot clock a
number of times. Bench players like Nichole Boudreau
and Molly Dybevik played exceptionally well, by adding
quality minutes instead of quantity. Points off the bench
was a positive factor for WSU, especially with Kathleen
Maxwell putting six points on the board for the Warriors.
Both teams turned the ball over a number of times, but
the Warriors tightened their grip within the last five
minutes of the game, frustrating the Mustangs.
The Warriors felt right at home shooting 44% from the
field.
Although the team's high scorers, von Allmen and
Vickie Field, were tightly guarded, both still found 12
points each, followed by Tina Esch and Carrie Whalen
who refused to stay in single digits scoring 10 points.
"We've been telling Carrie to drive the basket and to
shoot more, and its great to see her as one of our top
scorers," said Sheridan. "We played good defense, and
again used our 2-3 zone, which held the Mustangs to
under 50 points."
Despite the great defense from the Warriors, they still
struggled on the boards as Southwest State out-rebounded
them 44-34.

Continued from page 12
"We are pleased to be where we are at in the conference
at this time, and we've gained respect from a majority of
the schools throughout the NSIC. We'll be sure to give it
our best shot in the playoffs," said Sheridan.
The true test for the Warriors came on Saturday night,
but they didn't score the grade they wanted to. Northern
State University demonstrated why they are a top ranked
team in NAIA Division II, as they beat the Warriors 83-55.
After weekend play the Warrior's record is 3-5 in the
NSIC, 10-9 overall.
The Warriors passed well, and they attempted to force
the ball inside, but were stopped by some opposing six
footers.
The Warriors defense held up well in the first half by
running out the Wolves shot clock a few times and by
stopping the Wolves inside, but Northern State answered
this by scoring a majority of their points from the threepoint range.
Coming into the game, WSU was pumped up fora good
game. Michele Ellinghuysen, who hasn't scored in double
digits a lot this year, put in 14 points. Field led the Warriors
scoring with 18 points, and was 4-7 from three-point land.
No other Warrior had more than five points.
Nancy King of the Wolves led both teams in scoring
with 26 points, and was followed by Barb Schmidt and
Michele Lick, each with 12.
The Warriors again struggled on the boards getting
outrebounded 61-35.
WSU will play at home against Viterbo College on
Tuesday, Feb. 2nd. Women and girls in sports will be
celebrated at halftime. Their next five games will be on the
road.

nge a anson/VV1nonan Staff
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Donald Jordan and a Mustangs player fight over the ball during the 72-61 loss against Southwest
•

State last Friday In McCown Gym.

Warriors 57,
Mustangs 49
SOUTHWEST STATE (49)
Sitting 10-23 0-0 20, Douse 0-3 0-0 0, Buschow
6-13 0-0 12, Bossuyt 2-5 0-0.4, Hennen 0-0 0-0 0,
Brown 3-9 0-1 11, Gresham 0-0 1-2 1, Youngerberg 15 0-0 2, Molitor 1-3 0-0 2, Hutchinson 1-2 0-0 2. Totals:
24-63 1-3 49.
WINONA STATE (57)
Whalen 3-5 4-6 10, Field 6-13 0-2 12, von Allmen
5-12 2-6 12, Esch 4-8 1-3 10, Ellinghuysen 2-7 2-3 6,
Stanislawski 0-2 0-0 0, Maxwell 2-3 2-2 7, Dybevik 0' 0 0-0 0. Totals: 22-50 11-21 57
25 24-49
Southwest State
24 33-57
Winona State
3-point goals: Esch, Maxwell. Rebounds: SSU
44 (Brown 11), WSU 34 ( Whalen, von Allmen 7).
Turnovers: SSU 21, WSU 15. Total fouls: SSU 18,
WSU 11. Fouled out: none.

Wolves 83,
Warriors 55
NORTHERN STATE (83)
Schmidt 4-10 2-2 12, Scheff 4-8 0-0 8, King 1-13 45 26, Lick 6-16 0-0 12, Stolsmark 0-4 0-0 0, Osthus 2-10
0-1 4, Radel 0-0 0-0 0, Johnson 1-2 1-2 3, Seesz 4-7 2-3 10,
Franzen 0-1 0-0 0, Jensen 0-2 0-2 0, Kiehn 4-5 0-0 8.
Totals: 36-78 9-15 83.
WINONA STATE (55)
Whalen 1-5 0-0 2, Field 7-18 0-0 18, von Allmen 210 0-0 4, Southworth 0-1 0-0 0, Stanislawski 0-0 0-0 0,
Lucas 0-1 0-0 0, Maxwell 2-6 0-0 4, Micheal 0-3 0-0 0,
Overby 2-4 0-0 4, Dybevik 2-4 0-0 4. Total: 25-76 1-2 55.
38 45-83
'
Northern State
18 37-55
Winona State
3-point goals: Schmidt 2, Field 4. Total fouls:
Northern State 6, Winona State 16. Fouled out: none.
Rebounds: Northern State 61 (King 10), Winona State
35 (Whalen 5, von Allmen 5). Assists: Northern State
15 (Osthus 4), Winona State 6 (Whalen 2, von Allmen 2.).

Warriors 72,
Mustangs 61
SOUTHWEST ST. (61)
Kern, 2-2 0-0 4, Reeves, 1-3 1-3 3,
Brown, 2-6 1-2 5, Oletzke, 0-0 0-0 0,
Honer, 2-5 0-1 4, Ashley, 6-10 0-0 12,
Beasley, 10-26 0-0 23, Edwards, 1-5
0-0 2, Hutcheson, 3-5 0-0 6, Longstreet, 1-2 0-0 2. Totals: 28-64 2-6 61.
WINONA ST. (72)
Statz, 4-8 3-4 15, Ousley, 6-8 0-0 12,
Winter, 3-7 3-6 9, Scott, 1-4 2-2 5, Jordan, 7-13 4-8 18, Thorsell, 2-4 2-4 8,
Herbst, 0-1 0-0 0, Plitzuweit, 1-4 0-0 3,
Lingenfelser, 0-1 0-0 0, Conway, 1-1 0-0 2.
Totals: 25-51 14-24 72.
Southwest State
32 29-61
Winona State
35 37-72
3-point goals: Beasley 3, Statz 4, Thorsell 2, Scott, Plitzuweit. Total fouls: Southwest St. 15, Winona St. 11. Fouled out: none.
Rebounds: Southwest St. 33 (Beasley 8);
Winona St. 35 (Winter 8). Assists: Southwest St., 6 (Ashley, Beasley 2); Winona St.,
15 (Scott 9). Technicals: Beasley.

Dragons 81,
Warriors 67
MOORHEAD STATE (81)
Polomny, 13 1-1 29, Austin, 3 1-2 7,
Andrews, 1 3-4 5, Greene, 3 1-1 4, Aronson, 6 6-6 23, Negen, 0 0-0 0, Kattrnan,
2 2-2 4, Zimmerman, 0 0-0 0, Menge, 2
0-4 4. Totals: 30-63 14-22 81.
WINONA STATE (67)
Statz, 0 3-4 3, Ousley, 4 0-2 8, Winter, 0 0-0 0, Scott, 3 1-2 7, Jordan, 3
1-3 7, Thorsell, 2 i-2 5, Herbst, 1 2-2 4,
Carlin, 1 0-0 2, Johnson, 0 0-0 0, Plitzuweit, 4 0-0 12, Lingenfelser, 0 0-0 0,
Doebler, 0 0-0 0, Conway, 7 5-5 19.
Totals: 25-64 13-20 67.
Moorhead State
41 40-81
Winona State
25 42-67
3-point goals: Aronson 5, Polomny 2,
Plitzuweit 4. Total Fouls: Moorhead St.,
18; Winona St., 18. Fouled out: none.
Assists: Moorhead St., 8 (Greene 6);
Winona St., 7 (Scott 5). Rebounds:
Moorhead St., 47 (Polomny, Austin 13);
Winona St., 32 (Conway 7).
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Classifieds
Roommates wanted for Fall of '93.
1 Block from campus, heat paid $210/
month/person, Spacious apartment,
non-smokers, laundry facilities. Call
Earn up to $500 a Day with our 453-0672, ask for Matt.
unique Money Making System. This
system allows you to work in your
dorm room or Apt. Work on your spare
time. Let this program work for you.
For Free details call: 454-3315.
DUCKER00Happy birth, Happy VD-day, and
$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! Happy 6 months! I love bunnies!
-Granola-Monkey
No selling. You're paid direct. Fully
,:Guarenteed. FREE Information-24
319 Main Monkeys7hour Hotline. 801-379-2900.
! could eat you all up! CHOMPCHOMP! BURP!
Babysitter Wanted Mon., Tues., and
-A Friend of Mains
Thurs. 4:00-6:15 p.m. in our home,
three blocks from WSU. $4.00/hr.
To Women...Please call Art or Linen at 454-2235.
Does this sound familiar? "Don't
eat that apple" Let us remind you that
.7 Wanted: Wait Staff, Apply in per- Eve is the root of evil. It is with this
:son at Brothers, 129 W 3rd, E.O.E.
same sentiment that we, the honorable Society of WATROAE make ourselves known to you publicly. Our
numbers are increasing. So, bewarewe have organized and are moving
toward a specific goal.
-Until further notice,
Peavey Combo 300 Bass Amp.,
WATROAE
Like new, $600, OBO. Call Jeff at 457Scott & Mike3244.
I'm glad we could bond this week!
Maybe next time we can do some
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
dishes. I had a great time at UpStage!
$200
89 Mercedes
You guys are just big Caesar Salads to
$50
86 VW
me!
$100
87 Mercedes
Love ya'
$50
65 Mustang
Sadie
Choose from thousands starting
$50. FREE information-24 Hour
AlyssaHotline. 801-379-2929.
Hey Babe! Don't worry, everything
will be okay! We're here for you if you
need us! We'll win our own bet at 7 am
-Jen & Dawn

HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

'

; VA

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Get started early for best selection.
Apartments available for 93-94
school year, 1-3 blocks from campus,
most include heat, furnished, reasonably priced. Edstrom Properties, Call
454-1909.

M.B.This is to replace the call that never
comes! Sorry! Let's get together real
soon to chat, we need to talk. As you
can see, I've got an answer to your
question.
See ya soon!
-Froggie

SadieGotten any piggyback rides down a
staircase lately???
-S/C
B. BunnyHAPPY ANNIVERSARY! It's been
a great 10 months, looking toward the
months ahead. I'm gald we talked that
night, Things seem so much better
now.
Love you'
D. Bunny
The High-Brow'sLet's face each other and Breathe
in the Dark!
-Le Grange
The BeefHope you had a good weekend! I'm
really glad that things are better between us! Let's not fight like that again!
Get ready for something totaly spontaneous!
-Samba

MTH

16 OL WOWS)
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ShortlegsYou made it through you weekend
from Hell! I'm so proud of you! Now
can you clean up your side of the
room? Thanks for putting up with me
these past few weeks, I know I haven't
been very easy to live with. I apologize
for being a royal pain in the butt!
-Stumblefoot
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Ad Copy
One letter per space - include spaces and puncuation - double underline words to be bold type

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
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No cost. No obligation.

1-8007932-0528, ext. 65
Fraternities, Sororities,
Clubs, Groups, Teams

NO GRAINER
FUNDRAISER
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CRAZY SOFT
BREADS° DRINKS

Free Crazy Bread offer is a foe -pieceorder. Offer valid for a limited time at participating stores.
111.

11111111111111111111

I IIIi1111

Absolutely No Investment!
Earn hundreds of dollars per
day! $1,000 or more per week!
Ask for Darren between
9:00 am 8c 5:00 pm
CALL TODAY
1-800-669-7678

No coupon necessory. Promotioo expiration dote may not match other coupon expiration dates.

Total Cost

Rate

No, of Lines

Each member of your Prat.
sorority. team. club. etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
$1.000 in just a few days!

2 FREE I 2 FREE

(excludes extra cheese)

PLUS TAX WHERE APPLICABLE

Name

$1,000 AN HOUR!

Master ChrisHELP! They wont let me go and
they are going to put me in the microwave!!!! I can't believe you haven't
come looking for me yet! Just give
them the ransom money, I want to
come home!!!! I've been missing
since New Years!!!! HELP!!!
-Corneilus the frog

at,

NOM nenTi1O2bla annagn Orid@r

GREEKS & CLUBS

ButtnuggetO.K. So you got lucky! I still believe
that it should be a tie! Those are the
rules. Next time, it's just you and I!
You're going down!!!! Gotten any
grundies lately???
-Jen

PIZZAS
With One Topping

"CONDOMS AND KISSES!"
Valentines Day Sale. 10-2 Lower
Hyphen. Feb 9-12. Sponsored by
Communication Studies Club

IN Winona State University's Student Newsp er
W inona

LauraThanks for helping me through
these past few weeks! Talking it out
really seemd to help! Well, it's official!
We're going to be neighbors next year!
Pardon me, but can I borrow a cup of
sugar?
-Jen

SchrisThat phone conversation lastfriday
night was a riot! Nobody else could put
so much feeling into those words! Not
even the author himself IN! I do believe
you're turning into Jimmy Stewart!
Merry Christmas Bedford Falls!!
-Trip

. MEDIUM -

98
$7

EthelMatt & AlyssaI can't believe you made me walk to
Countdown to the formal has beclass all alone on Friday11 I was gun. Get ready for LaCrosse!
slipping and sliding all the way to Mlnne!
-Brad & Dawn
Don't ever leave me like that agaim I
-Myrna

LARGE
(WITH 32 OZ. DRIN16)
$1 098
PWS 10 WHERE
APPLICABLE

WE DELIVER
ON THE DOUBLE!!

ALL FOR ONE

452 - 8752

01414e/LOW PRICE

98
MEDIUM SIZE
PLUS TAX

1201 GILMORE AVE.

Wo great pizzas! One low price, Always! Always!
MN
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MONDAY MADNESS!
1

1
1

1

2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS

e)

99

‘,./ • plus tax
WITH CHEESE AND 1 TOPPING
YOUR CHOICE: •ONE OF EACH

■

m

No i

SMALL
PIZZAS L.13

little Caesars-

azy zar

m

6.

INN

99 11

plus tax 1 1
111

WITH CHEESE AND 2 TOPPINGS o
o
YOUR CHOICE: •ONE OF EACH!

2 SMALL $

------

-

----

VALID ONLY WITH COUPON AT PARTICIPATING
LITTLE CAESARS. EXTRA TOPPINGS AVAILABLE 11
I
AT ADDITIONAL COST.
*Excludes extra cheese
Expires: 02/10/93 g g
11
11

Ude Caesars

NM

IM

MTh - - — MN

IN NI

-

------

PIZZAS

---

5

-

--

99
• plus tax 1 '

WITH CHEESE AND 1 TOPPING
YOUR CHOICE: •ONE OF EACH! j

•PAN! PAN!
•PIZZA! PIZZA! II

•PAN! PAN!
•PTZZA! PIZZA!

VALID ONLY WITH COUPON AT PARTICIPATING
LI ri LE CAESARS. EXTRA TOPPINGS AVAILABLE
AT ADDITIONAL COST.
*Excludes extra cheese
Expires: 02/10/93

m

•PAN! PAN!
• IZZA! PIZZA!

1
1

VALID ONLY WITH COUPON AT PARTICIPATING
LITTLE CAESARS. EXTRA TOPPINGS AVAILABLE 1
AT ADDITIONAL COST.
*Excludes extra cheese
Expires: 02/10/93 g
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